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ABSTRACT. More than 4 , 0 , 0  global Geosat altimeter 
observations, taken mostly in 1986-87, have been analyzed for the M, tide 
at overlapping points in the satellite's exact repeat mission (ERM). The 
results are compatible with the Schwiderski (1983) tide model at a level of 
5.5 cm (rms discrepancy). The principal features of that model 
(amphidromes and highs) are unchanged. The altimeter solutions use 
independent time series for more than 1,900 4" by 4" areas of the deep 
oceans. They have been calibrated through nine roughly equal and 
independent subset analyses employing different arcs of the ERM 
coonfiguration. Results show that 1,652 of the full set M, solutions have 
calibrated errors of less than 5 cm. Fairly good agreement exists between 
the 4" altimeter solutions and the few (point) tide gage results reported by 
Schwiderski. 

INTRODUCITON 

With the launch of the U.S. Navy's GEOdetic SATellite (Geosat) in 1985 and initiation of its exact repeat mission 
(ERM) in late 1986, long-term monitoring of ocean dynamics from precise altimetry has come of age (eg., Cheney 
er d. 1989). This report contains a refined analysis (see also Wagner 1990) determining the Single largest 
component of ocean dynamics from this altimetry, namely the M, ocean tide. 

The emphasis in this study is the deep ocean tide over the whole globe. Currently, the best information available 
on this dominant (semidiumal) lunar tide is a combination of theory and scattered tide gage records with a claimed 
accuracy of better than 5 cm at all deep ocean points (Schwiderski 1983). Considering that the M2 marine tide has 
a power of the order of 30 an, rms (somewhat less in deep oceans), this seems a modest claim in spite of the well 
known discrepancies between tidal models in the past. [See Schwiderski (1980) for a thorough review.] 
Nevertheless, precise satellite altimetry should eventually establish a new standard. For example, with Geosat, P- 
second averages of altimetric heights have a precision of about 10 un. More than 30,OOO,OOO such observations 
have been taken since the satellite was launched in 1985 (e.g., Cheney er uf. 1987, 1988; Doyle er ul. 1989). Indeed 
such altimetry from Seasat in the summer of 1978 has already proven to be compatible with the best of the tidal 
theory models for M, [e.&, Brown (1983) in one location, and Mazzega (1985) globally, but only at long 
wavelengths]. However, use of limited Seasat data has not permitted a completely independent and global test over 
a wide spectrum, which is now possible with long-term ERM altimetry from Geosat. 

In a preliminary, brief study with ERM altimetry (Wagner 1990), I showed that such an independent evaluation of 
this tide at many deep ocean points was possible even without using all the (1-second) Geophysical Data Records 
(GDRs) in this mission. 

In a complementary analysis of Geosat ERM altimetry, Cartwright and Ray (1990) used methods similar to those 
here but they were not aimed specifically at M,. While resolving a broad spectrum of tides they also did not utilize 
the difference data as a continuous time series and thus sacrificed some of its power. Here I follow the ideas of 
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Brown (1983) for local determination and the elimination of orbit error. The concept of developing the ERM 
altimetry in time series as a close analog of an ordinary tide gage follows the work of Cheney et ul. (1989). The 
basic idea behind the method is simple. I analyze the differences of altimetrically determined sea heights at nearly 
overlapping ocean points in the ERM to extract the tide signal there that should be beating at precisely known 
frequenaes. The goal is to do this at as many independent ocean points as practical and with as little coupling of 
information between the tidal points as possible. 

Motivation for Discrete Tide Solutions 

In a single ERM cycle of 17.0505 days, using the 1-second GDRs, about SOO,ooO distinct deep ocean locations can 
be sampled diredy. However, in a year these points could only be resampled about 21 times, which leaves a small 
margin in the tweparameter M2 solution for the myriad of other tidal and other ocean effects of both long and 
short wavelengths that disturb the sea height. It is known that the various lunisolar tides are a long wavelength 
phenomenon with correlation lengths typically of the order of 20’ to 30’ (e.&, Mazzega and Jourdin 1988). 
Furthermore the satellite moves rapidly (6.6 km/sec) traversing wide areas of the ocean within a small fraction of a 
tidal period. Therefore, to simplify both the data handling problem and to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
solutions, the daerence data along-track have been averaged in passes within square area bins of a few degrees on 
a side. Such averaging also promises to reduce the bias effects of small scale (secalled mesoscale) ocean dynamics 
(eddies and Mgs) that can cause disturbances of up to 50 an in ocean heights over the order of 100 km within the 
17-day minimum r-pling time. Note also that the bins have been chosen to be 50 or less to keep them well 
within the average correlation lengths for the tides. 

The Geosat ERM yields a ground track that provides both an ascending and descending pass at different times 
through (roughly) every 1” by 1” ocean area. Thus averaging the point data along-track into these areas roughly 
doubles the power of the along-track data to discriminate the tides. But even 42 f‘obsemations” a year seems scanty 
for a “satellite tide gage.” In the preliminary solution (Wagner 1990), I averaged in 5” by 5” areas and, with an 
average “sea bin” containing 45 pass observations, managed to achieve satisfactory results but only for a relatively 
small number of stations (< 1OOO). With more than twice as many GDRs anal+ here, the new solutions have 
both a fmer resolution and greater density. 

The overall features of the method here remain the same. The altimetrically determined sea heights on the 
GDRs (Cheney et ul. 1987) are fvst corrected for media and surface effects, including Schwiderski’s (1980) 11 
principal tide models, and a detailed geoid to yield sea topographic heights (STH). In contrast to others who use 
“collinear” altimetry techniques (e.&, Cheney et d. 1989), I chose to work with STH rather than straight sea height 
differences, recognidng that tracks in successive ERM cycles are never precisely overlapping and that both the 21- 
km crosstrack error and the 7-km along-track gap between 1-second GDRs may introduce unacceptably large geoid 
gradient errors for sea height differences over rough sea height zones. [See Brenner et of. (1990).] 

In the present work all the new heights were determined with the aid of the 
Gem T1 gravity model, which is able to define the Geosat radial position to within a few meters (Haines et d. 
1990). The orbits so determined are valid for upwards of a complete ERM cycle, but because of the burden of 
preprocwsing only selected 1- and 2-day arc segments (or windows) of these were used from all of the Grst year of 
ERM cycles in 1986-87. 

Using the arc segments in cycle 1 as a reference, similar STHs in succeeding cycles were overlapped with those in 
cycle 1 and the (cycle n - cycle 1) point differences averaged into 2” by 2” (deep ocean) bins. Typically the data 
reduction involved in this averaging process was about ml, permitting a rapid evaluation of the “orbit error” in the 
arc differences. This was accomplished in the next step of the analysis. 
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Orbit Error Reduction 

A principal justification for using the overlapping (or collinear) arc technique was to reduce the orbit error effect 
at the outset to as low a value as possible. It is well known that radial orbit error affects satellite positions mostly 
near 1 cycle per revolution (cpr) but with a further complex spectrum at lower and higher frequencies. The error 
spectrum diminiches rapidly above 2 cpr due to the attenuation of the ppotential with satellite altitude (e&, 
Marsh and Williamson 1980, Wagner 1989). However in an ERM all the orbit error effects from the geopotential 
of period less than 1 ERM cycle (17 days here) are cancelled after such differencing. The only orbit effects 
remaining are discrepanaes in the initial conditions of the trajectory (at exactly 1 cpr) and errors in non- 
consewathe fore  modeling such as radiation pressure and drag. These errors may amount to 10 to 50 an, but are 
also characteristically at or near 1 cpr (e.&, Tapley et d. 1982). 

In spite of the power and complexity of the orbit error spectrum, M m g a  (1985) was still able to derivc a 
reasonable broad scale global M2 tide (up to wave number 4 to 6) from the limited Seasat altimetry treated directly 
(i.e., without differencing) and ignoring this disturbance completely! Mazega also overcame the large static geoid 
error in his analysis of the direct STHs for Seasat (order of 2 m) by lumping it with other mean error sources in 1” 
by 1” ocean regions and removing it from his data prior to his limited global spherical harmonic M, solution. 

While Mazzega’s achievement was remarkable, it was gained from data dominated by highly “colored” and 
powerhl noise. Thus Mazzega’s solutions effected further residual reductions of the data in his small ocean regions 
of only 3 to 7 percent. Furthermore, these solutions were for the full M, tide. In my method, before deriving the 
tide solutions I reduced the STH dfierences (2” averages) in each orbit-arc window of a constant, a secular term, 
and two 6xed frequencies near 1 cpr. Then I found that a large number of the 5” by 5” M, solutions reduced the 
resulting sea level differences by more than 40 percent. 

On the other hand, there is a disadvantage to removing the “simple” orbit error signal (at and near 1 cpr) in the 
STH differences. If this is done w$hout coupling with the tidal solution(s) (as in my So analysis and here also), 
there is danger that some global scale tide signal will be lost in the parameters of this orbit solution. The problem 
arises because the tide signal along-track has enough power at global wavelengths to cause systematic distortion of 
the signal from such a “high pass” fdter. In this report I will show from simulations what the likely effects of such 
removal may be on the remaining tide signal. 

This orbit-coupling, while serious, appears to be well within the calibrated errors I found for the current model- 
correction solutions. Indeed, one of the reasons I sought a thorough calibration of the results is just because of this 
orbit fdter-induced distortion. In light of the extent of this problem it is fair to ask why a coupled solution was not 
attempted. The only real drawback is the mechanics of such coupling with the present technique of short arc (1 to 
2 day) sampling. The refined solution here is made from 126 such arcs (their differences with cycle 1). With six 
“orbit” parameters for each independent arc and some 2,OOO 4” by 4” bins with two M, parameters e a 4  the 
coupled system would involve about S,OOO parameters, although there would be considerable sparsity in the normal 
matrix for them. But even this system is not sufficient when considering the effects of many other tides (both 
lunisolar and ocean “weather”) that affect the data. 

Fortunately, the distorting effect of uncoupling the orbit from the tide solutions is mitigated here with the use of 
longer arcs. In any case the calibration should indicate how important d the systematic errors are in the M, 
solutions, including, of course, the neglect of other tide corrections as well as mismodelling of the media effects on 
the altimetric signal. 

Inverse Barometer Effect 

In regard to the media corrections, note that in this study as well as in Wagner (1990) the sea height was 
corrected for atmospheric pressure acting on the sea surface as a simple inverse-barometer. I show below that this 
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effect is clearly seen in the altimeter measurements at a level of about 10 cm (rms) over the 1- to 2-day arcs (but 
predominantly outside the tropics). While this correction minimizes distortion of the M, signal, it absorbs some of 
the ocean weather tides particularly at semiannual, annual, and longer irregular periods such as the El Nino. The 
result has been that the solutions for these periods cannot be compared directly with those of other investigators 
who have made more geographically limited determinations for these tides without such corrections from Geosat 
altimetry [e.g., Cheney et d. (1989)l or island gage records [e.g., Wyrtki and Leslie, 19801. 

Harmonic Analysis of Tide Differences 

The extraction of tidal information from overlap or crossing arc altimetry (for one small ocean area) was fvst 
reported by Brown (1983) from limited Seasat data. He used sub-revolution arcs to remove the orbit signal from 
altimetric sea heights before differencing (which appears both less efficient in removing the orbit error and more 
likely to remove some sipScant tide signal than the technique employed here). But otheruk I follow his method 
of harmonic least squares analysis of the differenced signal. 

One of the intriguing questions in such an analysis of harmonic data is: given a constant level of “noise” in a sea 
height signal, are harmonic solutions from height differences “better” than direct solutions from the heights 
themselves? In appendix A, I attempt to answer this question for the simplest cases of ideal and discrete data 
distributions. For example, it might be thought that there would be no advantage to using differences since the gain 
of achieving a possible doubled sensitivity (differencing of highs and lows) would be offset by the increased noise 
level of the differenced solution (a factor of 42). Results show, however, that even in the case of ideal (continuous) 
data the difference solution has a lower theoretical error which does not seem to have been remarked on 
previously. 

DATA WINDOWS ON GLOBAL SEA TOPOGRAPHY IN THE GEOSAT ERM 

I have divided the 17-day ERM cycle into 11 data windows or arc segments, which are all processed independently 
to permit calibration of the solutions. (See fig. la.) The segments beginning with the 0th 3r4 5th 9th and 13th 

(contiguous) days long (labeled I, G, F, and H). These segments contain the bulk of the analysis. A few scattered 
2- and %day (noncontiguous) segments have also been used. J containing data in days 4 and 8, and K containing 
data in days 10 and 14. All the 2-day arc heights used orbits determined from a small number of U.S. Doppler 
stations with the Gem T1 gravity field (Haines et 01. 1990). This field was also used with the 1-day arcs B and C 
and the noncontiguous arcs J and K. All the other 1-day arcs used the Gem 10 gravity field [see Wagner, 19901. 

days are all 1 day in length (labeled L, B, D, A, and E) while those beginning with days 1,6,11, and 15 are all 2 

The 1-second sea heights on the GDRs are averages of finest resolution 10-per- second data. They were first 
screened of erratic signals by only holding those which “fit” the finer data to better than 10 cm (standard 
deviation). Then the m d  averages were corrected for media effects on the altimeter height from retardation due 
to the wet and dry troposphere and the ionosphere, and electromagnetic bias due to nonsymmetrical reflection from 
waves. The inverse barometer (mentioned above) was also corrected for as well as a detailed geoid based on Geos 
3 altimetry (Rapp 1978), an 11 component tide model (Schwiderski 1980,1983), and finally a solid Earth tide 
(Cartwright and Edden 19n). Below I examine briefly some of these effects as seen in the Geosat difference 
altimetry. 

But with regard to the ocean tide, no secondary or tide loading correction to the bottom (solid) tide was applied 
in Cheney et ul. (1989) even though this was known to be as much as 6 cm in some parts of the deep ocean 
(combined tide effects). Recently a number of papers have been devoted to this topic [Ray and Sanchez (1989), 
Francis and Mazzega (1990)] which recommend various computational schemes to Overcome this deficit. Here, I 
have used a fundamental algorithm due to Goad (1980) employing integrated Green’s functions and the same 
Schwiderski (1983) M, ocean tide model as that on the GDRs to correct my M, solutions for ocean loading. 
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1 Day Segments: L, 8 ,  D, A, E 

2 Day Segments: I ,  J,  G,  K, F, H 

L I B J D  G H E K  F J A K  

0 1 2 3 4 5 ‘6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

Days i n t o  Geosat ERM cycle 

Figure la.-Arc segments (windows) used in Geosat tide analysis. 

The resultant sea topographic heights (STH) were further edited of trench, seamount, and other anomalies by 
rejecting all STHs with absolute values greater than 10 m or followed by heights giving STH slopes greater than 1 
m/10 km (absolute). Typical arcs with the Gem 10 ephemeris then had STH values of 4 m (rms) while those with 
the Gem T1 ephemeris were only about 2 m (rms). Both had spectra dominant at 1 cpr although many of the Gem 
T1 STH arcs showed strong indications of detailed geoid error. 

For example, figs. lb, c, and d show the first few revolutions of the corrected and edited STHs for the first two 
cycles of segment G (a Gem T1 arc). In figs. IC and d the level of “orbit error” near 1 cpr appears to be not as 
strong as what seems to be geoid deficiencies (at extreme latitudes and over “rough” bottom topography) in the 
early 1978 model. This contrasts sharply with similar STHs computed with the Gem 10 radial ephemeris where 
strong consistent signals of near 1 cpr are seen in all Geosat arcs (e.g., for segments L, A, and E) at a level of 4 to 
5 m (Wagner 1990). 

Note that the time scale for fig. Id is shifted by 1 ERM cycle with respect to fig. IC, resulting in a close 
agreement between the two STH signals. I proceeded to difference these signals accordingly in the following way. 
Holding the data in cycle 1 as reference, I found the STHs in the following cycle(s) that came within 10 km of a 
reference track point and then interpolated (or extrapolated) successive reference heights to the point of dosest 
approach of the later cycle data. I then took the difference of the later cycle with the (interpolated) cycle-1 heights, 
always finding that the distance from the later cycle positions to the closest point on the reference ground track was 
within 1.2 km. Figure le  shows these differences for the first three cycles of segment G. 

The differences in fig. l e  are dominated by a strong 1 cpr signal which probably arises from the difference of 
radial ephemeris error for the Gem T1 orbits computed for cycles 1 and 2. In theory, the so-called periodic 
gravitational errors on the orbit (with integer repeat periods in an ERM cycle) perfectly cancel in these Uerences. 
For nearly circular orbits of long repeat periods, the only sensible orbit errors that do not repeat exactly are those 
at exactly 1 cpr (due to errors in the initial orbit adjustment to the tracking information) and near 1 cpr (and other 
frequencies) due (presumably) to nonconservative mismodeled forces on the satellite (such as radiation pressure 
and atmospheric drag) and station position errors. According to Tapley el al. (1982) the likely error from 
nonconservative force mismodeling on the more complex Seasat spacecraft was 45 cm (one-way error). Another 
likely source of error near 1 cpr at a level of about 50 cm arises from poor station positions in the unadjusted 
operational Doppler network used in the Gem T1 orbit determinations (Haines er al. 1990). 

In any case, the use of overlapping differences has reduced the discrepancies in STHs by about an order of 
magnitude but still shows a signal that is related to the orbit and not the tide or likely mismodeled media or surface 
corrections. With regard to the tide, for example, the total surface (ocean plus solid) signal is of the order of 50 cm 



(nns). It is expected that the deep ocean tides have been modeled in the GDRs to about 20 percent of this figure, 
or 10 an (one-way measure) according to Tapley et d. 1982. [See also Schwiderski 1980).] 

40 ; 120. 200. 
Longitude: Degree6 Eeet  

280. 360 

Figure 1b.-First three revolutions of Geosat ERM track segment G (day windows 7 and 8). Solid portions of m& contain 
dtimetric sea height infonnation for segment in fm ERM cycle, dashed portions contain data for second cycle only. 
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Figures lc,d,e.-The fmt three revolutions of sea topographic height (SH) in the Geosat E M ,  segment G (c) cycle 8, (d) 
qcle 2, and (e) their difierences. (c). The signal here (Snr) is the altimetric sea height with all media and surface armctions 
applied and a detailed geoid subtracted. Large excursions of SH (greater than about 200 cm absolute) are probably due to 
error in the detailed geoid, a 1978 model based on surface gravimetry and Geos 3 altimetry which was weak in the southern 
OCULILP. (d)-Note close correspondence of this signal with that in fm three revolutions of overlapping fm cycle (fq.1c). 
Note parts of the track here are not represented in fm cycle. Many of these missing parts of passes are due to a delay in 
attitude stablization of the spacecraft coming off a long land segment. (e)-The nns difference herc is 52 an dominated by a 
clear 1 cpr "orbit error" signal. These differences were computed by holding the following cycle (here cycle 2) heights faed 
and interpolating base qcle height at point of closest approach with the following cycle (with this segment pair: 0 3  km,rms). 
Most of the large rapid variations here are due to mesoscale dynamics (or differences in dynamics over these 17 dqs) which 
are greatly reduced in size after taking 2' by 2. averages of these data. 
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F i e  le shows that, once the 1 cpr signal is removed, the variation within the major blocks of these two-way 
difference data is of the order of 20 an (amplitude), which is suggestive of antiapated tidal error. To see this 
variation in greater (time) detail we can examine how the first few 2’ averages smooth these “point” differences. 

F i e  2a shows the first substantial l-second difference series near the beginning of the first overlap for #gment 
G in the southwestern Indian Ocean. At the smallest scale (about 10 km) the “point” differences appear to be 
random with a noise level of 10 to 15 an, compatible with the assumption above of 10 cm one- way precision. The 
data with error bars in !lg. 2a show the average and standard deviation for this point data in the 2” by 2’ area bins . 

indicated above the time line. (See also fig. lb). The formal errors of these averages are considerably less than 10 
cm because, on average, 21 point differences are aggregated into them. However, I do not apply this formd value 
in the ti& solutions directly since it is clear that in most of the bins the differences have at least a linear trend 

F i  2b shows the complete set of averaged differences for this cycle pair of segment G with a detail of the 6rst 
three revolutions in fig. 2c. in many areas there has been sigdkant reduction of systematic variation between the 
point difference data (fig. le) and the 2’ smoothed data (fig. 2c). Closer examination shows these to be too large 
(up to 40 an) Over too small a scale (200 to 300 lun) to be lunisolar tidal disaepanaes. They are undoubtedly the 
result of m e s d e  ocean dynamics, but in any case the 2’ smoothing has substantially removed their influence on 
the tidal determination. In some places, of course, where only a small corner of a 2’ bin was sampled, an isolated 
“smoothed” point may remain in such active zones (fig. 2c). Many of these are further filtered by the orbit 
reduction process described below (which used a fsigma edit criteria to reject outliers which escaped the previous 
screening processesr. 
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Figure 2a.4lM differences for segment G: Geosat cyde 2 minus 1. An expansion of the data in fg. le near the start of this 
segment (southwest Indian Ocean). Dashed line connects the 1-nd point difference data. Solid vertical lines show 2 by 
2’ smoothed dfferences centered in their respeaive “bins.” Error bars show standard deviations for 1-nd data in these 
bins. Smoothed data were computed as simple average of l-second differences. In normal regions where sampling is uniform 
and no outliers adst this minimum computation is acceptable. For abnormal zones it would be preferable to use a linear (or 
even quadratic) function to screen “bad“ points and average the “good” data more accurately. 
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Again the 1 cpr (orbit) signal dominates these data. Its apparent strong modulation is mostly due to varying continental 
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expected of a tidal signal. 
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To anticipate this result before I discuss it, f% 2d shows the residuals after the orbit redudon of this cycle pair 
of segment G (over the full data set in fig. 2b) for the first three revolutions. The changes here (with power about 
12 an) seem systematic over a correlation length of 2U to 50' degrees. and so are a good candidate for real tidal 
anomalies. 

ORBIT ERROR REDUCTION 

'The statistically independent 2" averages for all the Geosat STH differences were reduced of apparent "orbit 
error" signals by a least squares solution for two near 1 cpr frequencies as well as a constant and a secular term. 
The need for two frequencies arises because these are differences with respect to two independently determined 
orbits (im two different ERM cycles for every case) where each has its its own error characteristics (primarily the 
error generated by an imperfect adjustment of initial conditions). 

Fmt, consider dl the geopotential-caused orbit errors with integer periods within the ERM cycle. These are the 
dominant ones on a near circular orbit such as Geosat. The only one which will generate a significant 1 cpr 
adjustment signal is that usually associated with the odd zonal harmonics with a periodicity of the satellite between 
nodal crossings, close to the exactly 1 cpr anomalistic mean motion. .The orbit adjustment to such close-to-1 cpr 
errors produces the characteristic "bow tie" pattern discussed at length in Colombo (1984). [See also Wagner 
(1990).] Errors at other frequencies farther away from 1 cpr are increasingly orthogonal to 1 cpr, thereby 
producing much less adjustment error. However, if these errors are nonconservative they may not be repetitive in 
successive ERM cycles and so have direct effects on differencing. Haines et d. (1990) have established that the 
radial orbit error for Geosat using Gem T1 is dominated by such a bow tie pattern by examining the crossover 
differences in fday windows between two successive orbit determinations over two successive ERM cycles in 1987. 
They found that the crossover differences in the windows at the ends of the cycle were significantly greater than the 
differences in the middle windows. What is not clear is the cause of this characteristic Without a more detailed 
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error analysis I can only say that any errors in the frequency band close to 1 cpr (say from drag, radiation pressure, 
or station misposition) can cause such a significant 1 cpr (mis)adjustment which Haines er uf. (1990) found to be of 
the order of 1 m (rms). 

A bow tie orbit error (here) is a 1 cpr signal modulated at a much longer period. It can be empirically modeled 
as either a sinusoid with secular coefficients or two frequencies dose to 1 cpr. I chose the latter representation. 
The two frequencies with the anomalistic and nodal periods are both known to be d a t e d  with major orbit 
perturbations from a variety of sources and are well known for the Geosat ERM. The latter frequency is the 
precisely maintained 244 revolutions in 17.0505 days that ensures a repeating ground track for Geosat's 108'' 
inclined (near circular) orbit. The former is the frequency which carries (nearly) all initial orbit adjustment 
idomation. The respective periods of theke orbit frequencies (from first order J, theory) for the Geosat ERM are 
6,035 and 6,037 seconds. It is true that some advantage (in absorbing residuals) might be gained by using the 
alternative bow tie formulation as a single frequency with secular coefficients since the solution for the secular 
parameters does not uniquely determine the small frequency shift. Thus if the fued frequencies were in error for a 
particular orbit pair the secular coeffiaents could accommodate this error to some extent, at least for a short time. 
However, to guard against over-accommodation of frequencies outside a narrow 1 cpr band defmed by the two 
conventional "mean motions'* of the satellite, which might prejudice the following tidal solution, I prefer here to 
limit the orbit error solution to these frequencies alone. 

To illustrate the great simplification and reduction of orbit error that using overlaps entaiLs I give an example 
from two nearly independent orbit determinations in the Geosat ERM. (See figs. 3a-d.) The geographically 
overlapping arcs considered are 2-day "windows" (starting at day 4) in ERM cydes 6 and 7 on February 3 and 20, 
1987. The original Naval Astronautics Group (NAG) orbits for Geosat (Cheney et uf. 1987) covered %day spans of 
Doppler data (from a limited number of stations in the United States). The geopotential field used was Gem 10 
(Lerch et uf. 1979) based on both (early) satellite tracking and surface gravity data. The orbit SaEtware was 
developed at the Johns Hopkins University (JHU/APL 1981). I compare these orbits for the two window openings 
with those computed by Haines et uf. (1990) using the Gem T1 geopotential (Marsh et uf. 1988) with the same 
Doppler data but spanning more than two weeks of data. The orbit program used for this purpose is called 
Geodyne (putney 1976). Both programs use numerical integration for solving the orbit and variational equations 
but the non-gravitational models (for atmospheric drag and radiation pressure, in particular) m e r .  In Geodyne, 
for example, the scale of the drag is found empirically from the tracking through separate drag coefficients for each 
day of the trajectory since the predicted density of the atmosphere at satellite altitude depends strongly on poorly 
modeled sporadic solar storms. The Doppler station positions used by each program differ also, presumably at the 
meter level. 

In any case, fig. 3a shows the dfierence in the radial ephemerides for Geosat between these two systems for the 2 
days starting 3.0 February 1987. Since the orbital period for Geosat is about 100 minutes, these dflerences are 
dearly dominated by near 1 cpr effects but they also show considerable power at other frequencies. Notice 
especially how the differences appear to be smaller in the middle of this span, which covers a complete tracking 
period for the NAG orbit but only a short portion near the beginning of the 17-day Gem T1 trajectory arc No. 7 
(Haines er uf. 1990). The NAG ephemeris should be "best" near its (tracking) midpoint while the Gem T1 orbit in 
this relatively short span (for it) should be more nearly uniform in quality. Considering the higher quality of the 
Gem T1 gravity field, this comparison suggests that at best the NAG orbits are in error (at orbital periods) by a few 
meters. 

Examining these differences in more detail, 1 removed the two strong frequenaes near 1 cpr from these data and, 
as seen in Gg. 3a also, the residuals are still at a level of a few meters with a fairly rich (but mostly low frequency) 
spectrum. F v  3b shows this (residual) spectrum. Vertical lines represent the measured spectrum; dashed lines 
connect points on a theoretical spectrum for radial differences on Geosat due to just the geopotential's Gem T1- 
Gem 10. While a good portion of the actual spectrum seems to be accountable from this source, there are clearly 
significant departures (mostly near 1 cpr) which are probably nongravitational in origin. 
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Figure 3a.-Geosat radial orbit differences: Gem TI-NAG ephemerides: 3-5 February 1987 (cycle 7). The solid awe  gives these 
differences before an empirical reduction of them is made using a constant, 1 cpr and near 1 cpr terms. The nns values of 
the raw differences are 566 cm. The dashed awe gives the residuals after the empirical terms have been determined by a 
least squares fit of the data (every minute) in the solid awe. The nns values of the reduced discrepancies are 223 an, 
presumably arising mainly from errors in the older Gem 10 geopotential used in the NAG ephemeris. 

I then compared the two ephemerides in the same window (days 1 and 2) of cycle 7 (beghnbg on 20.0 February 
1987) for nearly 2 days (again using a complete NAG tracking span) by repeating the same geographic track. The 
17-day Gem T1 orbit covering this window was almost identical in geographic aspect as the one covering cycle 6. 
The gross features of the differences in these following arcs are almost identical to those seen in fig. 3% showing 
that the bulk of the gross orbit differences between the two systems is repetitive in an ERM and removable by 
simple differencing. Of course it is already known that the geopotential-caused errors have this feature in an ERM. 
Figure 3c depicts the overlapping differences between the two orbit differences. 

Note in fig. 3c that the level of orbit differences has come down an order of magnitude from 1,OOO to 100 an and 
the spectrum appears to be almost entirely at 1 cpr with a slight modulation (at a much longer period). This 
behavior is just that expected for orbit errors dominated by geopotential effects and tracking defiaenaes (such as 
station position errors and poor data distribution) which manifest themselves also at (and near) 1 cpr. What is 
gratifying is that the level of the nonconservative force errors, that part which is not geographically correlated, is so 
low here. Some of these errors are expected to show up at and neir 1 cpr, and they can also be removed 
empirically (as we did routinely with the actual Geosat STH differences). The remaining tracking errors are shown 
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Figure 3b.-Geosat radial difference spectrum: 3-5 February 1987 Gem TI-NAG ephemerides. Shown (in solid) is spectrum of 
actual differences less two lines at and close to 1 cpr (which have power greater than 1 m) associated with errors in initial 
orbit adjustment or datum discrepancies between the two orbit determination systems. Dashed spectrum gives theoretical 
result just for gravitational frequencies from differences between Gem T1 and Gem 10 [e.g., using linear analysis in Wagner 
(1989)) While comparison between measurement and theory (assuming only geopotential differences) is fairly good (some 
extra p e r  in measurement arises from nonperiodicity of time series in fig. 3a), it is also apparent that not all differences 
between Gem T1 ephemeris and NAG are due to the geopotential. 

by the residual dashed data in fig. 3c. Unexpectedly there is a significant slope (10 cm in 2 days) to these residuals 
after the 1 cpr reductions. Calculation shows the likely cause is a constant drag difference between the NAG and 
Geodyne orbits. Calculation also shows the difference would only have to be at a level of 0.1 percent of the full 
drag effect to cause this secular drift between the two trajectories. Presumably the Gem T1 drag computations are 
more accurate because they encompass data over 17 days compared to 2 days for the NAG orbits. Nevertheless, 
since only a very small drag error can give rise to so large an effect, the actual orbit reduction (of the overlap 
differences) included a secular rate term, both for the 1-day arcs (segments L, A, and E) deriving from the NAG 
computations, and also for the Gem T1 arcs to be on the safe side. 
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Figure 3c.-Differencei of Geosat radial ephemerides differences: (Gem T1-NAG) for cycle 7 minus 6 referenced to cycle 7. A 
conservative assessment (with regard to Gem T1 ephemeris which is considered superior) of the likely orbit error in a zday 
window of Geosat ERM altimetric sea height differences at overlapping points. Compared to 3a, scale is greatly reduced 
and the character of the variation (solid line) is almost entirely at 1 cpr. There is also a slight long period modulation of this 
primary oscillation. After removing these two effects (and a constant) from these observed differences of differences (Le., 
changes of orbit errors over an ERM cycle) the dashed curve results. These residuals are dominated by a secular trend that 
is attributed to differences in drag modeling between the two ephemerides. 
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Figure 3d.Spectrum of differences of Geosat radial ephemerides: (Gem T1-NAG) after empirical correction for a constant, a 
secular trend, a I-cpr, and a near 1-cpr frequency. Note the very low power of this "orbit reduced" data (rms=3 cm) and its 
concentration around 1 cpr. These residuals show the effects of nongeopotential differences (e.g., atmospheric drag and 
radiation pressure mainly) between the two ephemerides for these time periods. The result may not be a completely 
independent assessment of these uncertainties, however, because of common modeling in the two systems'especially regarding 
radiation pressure. (Both systems use a simple spherical shape for the spacecraft.) 
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Finally, fig. 3d shows the spectrum of residuals of these overlapping “orbit discrepancy” dfierences (with the 
secular term removed by matching the ends of the data span). The level and character of this spectrum, with a 
broad peak around 1 cpr at 1 an, if representative of likely remaining time variations associated with the orbit 
(from drag effects, say), promises to pose few problems to the tide reduction that follows. 

Returning to the processing of the 2’ by 2’ smoothed STH differences (in fig. 2b), I made a series of (least 
squares) reductions of these data to remove their “orbit” effects using combinations of two near 1 cpr frequencies, 
a single 1 cpr frequency with secular coefficients, a pure secular term, and a constant to fit these data. The 
constant term was meant to absorb any change in the overall altimeter calibration from the reference cycle, But, in 
addition, I wanted it to seme as an indicator of global sea level change if such calibration changes can be assumed 
to be sfliaently small and random. Of course by calibration I also include all media effects (such as the 
ionospheric correction) whose mismodeling might be biased over the 1- to 2-day window here. However, just as 
important to modeling what should be removed from the data, I also recognize these “orbit” parameters may 
remove some tidal signal, which I discuss in a later section. 

Table la  gives the results, in terms of the rms residuals, for the various combinations of empirical terms in 
removing “orbit signal‘‘ from the data in fig. 2b. From these runs I concluded that though a single (near 1 cpr) 
frequency makes by far the greatest reduction of this signal, additional parameters, beginning with a second (near 1 
cpr) frequency, or secular sinusoids also are effective. This particular arc does not show a significant constant or 
secular bias but I retained their use for other arcs which did (also see tidal simulations below). 

An interesting aspect of the runs shown in table la arises from the optimization for a single frequency, which 
turns out to have a period 9 seconds longer than the true mean motion of the satellite. Clearly the true period of 
the satellite is known (from the tracking) to a fraction of a second so this “empirical period” for the two-cycle data 
differences is an artifact of the slightly dilferent (by perhaps a few seconds) fundamental orbit periods in the two 
cycles. In fact, even if there were no orbit disturbance near 1 cpr (such as from nonconservative force 
mismodeling) but just two pure 1 cpr signals from imperfect orbit adjustments in the two cycles, the existence of the 
two different fundamentals in the signals demands that two frequencies be included in the reduction of these 
overlap data. 

Unfortunately the solution for the optimum two (close) frequencies (or one frequency with secular variations) is 
highly nonlinear. In table la I show that after iterating to a minimum for a single frequency, the introduction of 
secular rates on the sinusoidal coefficients (equivalent to absorbing a close neighbor frequency) yields residuals 
which are significantly smaller than the fured two-frequency result. This should not be surprising because the fmd 

Table la.--Orbit reduction results for arc segment G: Cycle 2 minus Cycle 1 

The data (for reduction) consists of 3.263 2’ by 2’ averages of differences of sea topographic heights (STH) from 1-second Geosat 
altimetry fuUy corrected for: significant wave height (induced bias), wet and diy troposphere delay, 11 Ocean tides and the solid Earth 
tide, ionosphere delay, the inverse barometer surface response, and a detailed geoid. The power of these observed STH differences 
is 52.36 cm, rms. Forty-five of the original 3308 (2’) observations in this arc were edited at a 3-sigma level from results of a 
preliminary orbit reduction. All orbit runs determined at least a constant and two 1 cpr harmonics. 

Run No. R m s  Residual Constant Sat. At. ERM Other parameters Period@) 
(Cn.0 (cm) (km) orbit determined (=I 

1 11.370 0.66 792.0 Yes secular, near 1 cpr 6035.519, 6037.551 
2 11.381 0.70 792.0 Yes near 1 cpr same 
3 12.212 0.57 792.0 Yes none 6035.519 
4 11.828 0.86 798.0 no none 6042.640 
5 11.802 1.00 800.0 no none 6044.663 
6 11.844 1.13 802.0 no none 6046.689 
7 11.366 0.67 792.0 Yes Sec, sa 1 cpr 6035.519 
8 11.381 0.64 800.0 no same 6044.663 



result was only meant to encompass the average condition for Geosat ERM orbits. Aside from the difficulty of' . 

implementing this optimum solution, I consider the gain in removing real orbit effects not to be worth the risk of 
absorbing tidal information in the additional parameters over a sensibly wider band around 1 cpr. 

EFFECTIVENESS OF MEDIA AND SURFACE CORRECI'IONS 

The low level of signal in the dflerence data reduced of orbit effects indicated by fig. 26 (12 cm, rms) affords an 
opportunity to test the effectiveness of the media and surface corrections applied to the original sea heights on the 
GDRs. In order of importance these are the 11 lunisolar tides (order of 40 cm, rms, for one-way correction), the 
inverse barometer correction (order of 15 cm), the wet troposphere correction (order of 2 cm), and the 
electromagnetic bias correction (a function of the significant wave height, order of 1 cm). 

The reality of these corrections can be judged most directly by viewing the correlation of them with the actual 
height differences computed without them. To find the latter I reprocessed the original STH data in both the 
reference and following cycles without the correction in question and arrived at residuals of 2" smoothed (orbit 
removed) differences in the same way as previously for this (first) arc G segment. Table l b  gives the results of this 
processing. 

Figures 4a-d show the four correlations of the differenced (2" smoothed) corrections with their respective 
(corrections removed) residuals. In an ideal case where only the particular medium affects the data (without model 
error) and that medium correction has no power in the "orbit parameters" (e.g., near one cycle per revolution) the 
correlation should fall on a straight line with a slope of 1.0. In reality, of course, both conditions do not hold 
strictly, but this result is well approximated for the all-tides model [dominated by the Schwiderski (1983) solution 
for the M, ocean tide]. The strong inverse barometer correction is similarly well seen in the altimeteric residuals. 
(See fig. 4b.) 

Table 1b.--Orbit reduction results with removal of media and surface corrections. 

The source of these data is the same as in table la with a constant, secular term, 1-cpr, and near 
1-cpr terms determined in each run. The residual with all corrections is 11.370 cm, rms. 

Run No. . Rms Residual Power of cancelled 
(cm) correction (cm) 

Cancelled 
correction 

1 16.793 10.86 AU tides 
2 13.585 9.86 Inverse barometer 
3 11.190 2.86 Wet troposphere 
4 1 1.745 1.24 Sig. wave height 

(induced bias) 
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Residual ( 0 - C  W/O Tides): C m  

Figure 4a.-Correlation of Geosat Sl”H residuals (after orbit reduction) and tides (ocean plus solid): arc segment G (qcle 2- 
minus1 data). As indicated, residual data arise from orbit correaion of overlap differences without using tide information on 
Geosat geophysical data records (GDRs). Text shows only a small portion of error that this incurs is removed by empirical 
orbit correction. Residuals are evidently strongly correlated with corresponding lunisolar tide values though they are also 
disturbed strongly by other effects (e.& media errors, not completely smoothed mesoscale dynamics, ocean weather, and 
lunisolar tide error). . I . /  . 
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Figure 4b.-Correlation of residual SlX differences and inverse barometer correction. Circumstances of data here are same as 
in fig. 4a except !XH differences were computed without using inverse barometer correaion. There is fair correlation of 
residuals (after orbit reduction) with full correction (computed from air pressure data on GDRs) in spite of narrower range 
of effect compared to luni-solar tides. Horizontal band with small inverse barometer effects arises from those parts of track 
in the tropics where atmospheric pressure is nearly constant. Notice there is still a strong correlation here in spite of 
significant 1 cpr signal in inverse barometer (resulting from day-night variation of track) removed by the “orbit correction.” 
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Figure 4c.-Correlation of SIX difference residuals (after orbit reduction) and wet troposphere correction. Circumstances of 
data are same as described in figs. 4a,b but with regard to wet troposphere correction on Geosat GDRs. This correction also 
has a fairly large 1 cpr (day-night) component, but its overall power (about 3 cm rms) is considerably reduced from previous 
corrections. There is no noticeable correlation with residual data here. Note from table Ib that inclusion of this correction 
actually degrades residuals slightly. 
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Figure 4d.-Correlation of residuals and electromagnetic bias correction (from significant wave height): arc segment G, ERM 2 
minus 1. There is a noticeably positive correlation here in spite of the fact that power of this correction is significantly less 
than that of the wet troposhere. Concentration of points near zero correction arises from tropical location of these data. 
Here absolute wave activity is diminished and differences are likewise small. 
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Figure 4e.-Correlation of residuals and total tides: arc segment H, ERh4 2 minus 1. Thic arc passes over a large number of 

I 
high tide areas in the ocean emphasizing the utility of the model correction. 
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Figure 4f.-Correlation of residuals and inverse barometer correction: arc segment H, Geosat ERM 2 minus 1. Data here are 

less disturbed by other error sources (than inverse barometer) compared to fq. 4b, so correlation is better. Again, notice 
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Figure 4g.-Correlation of residuals and wet troposphere correction, arc segment H, Geosat ERM 2 minui 1. Again, as in fq. 4c 
for arc G, correction is negligible and deletion'of this modeled correction actually reduces residuals slightly. 
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On the other hand, the much smaller wet troposphere correction is not well correlated to the media 
removed residuals. In fact, as table l b  shows, smaller residuals would have been achieved for this arc 
without the wet troposphere correction. Yet the stiU smaller electromagnetic bias correction resulting from 
the enhanced return from wave troughs does show a positive correlation with these residuals (fig. 4d and 
table lb). These results while fairly typical for the 126 arcs processed are by no means the ‘’best“ in bringipg 
out the efficacy of the media and surface corrections. For example, Qg. 4e-g show the results of similar 
processing of arc segment H for cycle 2 minus cycle 1 in the tides, inverse barometer, and wet troposphere 
correction. The effects of the tides and inverse barometer are better seen in these residuals than for arc G, 
but again the correlation of the wet troposphere correction is poor (@. 4g) though barely positive here 
compared to fig. 4c. 

. 

THE EFFECT OF O w l ”  REDUCI’ION ON THE TIDAL SOLUTION 

The basic premise of this work is an iterative solution for the tides. It is well known that the tidal surface 
over the deep oceans at any time has most of its power at long wavelength, roughly between 2 and 8 cpr 
along a satellite’s track. For example, spherical harmonic decompositions of the Schwiderski (1980.1983) M2 
model (icluding zero land values) have peak power at degree 6 (Christodoulidis ef 01.1985). Nevertheless 
some tides, espeaally those of the longest periods are computed by Christodoulidis ef d. (1985) to have 
considerable correlation even at fully global scales. Fortunately this does not appear to be the case for the 
semidiurnal tides such as M, but before proceeding I made tests to conf i i  this with typical along-track 
spectra for such tides. 

To test the effect of an uncoupled “orbit reduction” of the sea height difference signal on the subsequent 
tidal recovery, I simulated perfect M, tide values from the Schwiderski (1983) model every 400 seconds for a 
day along a 244-revolution/l7-Day orbit of 108” inclination (Geoaat ERM equivalent) starting at Greenwich 
on the Equator (proceeding north). I repeated these l-day track samplings for every other ERM cycle for a 
total of 10 samples (to cycle 20) exactly overlapping the reference track. (The reason I extended the 
difference sampling to cycle 20 was to simulate a full aliased M, period for Geosat and to cover roughly the 
same time span as with the “real” Geosat data. These aliased tide periods will be discussed in a later 
section. Taking the difference (with cycle 1) of the 10 following cycles of the M, tide heights at 
corresponding along-track points resulted in 411 deep ocean time series each with 10 tide difference 
observations. I show the full l-day arc of such difference data for cycles 2 minus 1 in fig..Sa. 

Since Geosat has a mean motion of about 14 cycles per day it is clear from fig. Sa that most of this tidal 
variation will pass through undisturbed by a “high pass” filter of it at this frequency ( also including a 
constant and a secular term). I proceeded to solve for such “lower frequency” orbit signals from these pure 
tide data just as from the actual data. The residuals from this artificial orbit “fit” (for this fust global 
overlap pass) are also shown in fig. 5a and are close to the actual data except near the ends of the data span ’ 
(as expected). Over the whole arc the distortion from the “orbit removal” process does not appear to be 
severe, since only a small amount of power in these data has been removed. 

Table 2 shows the power reductions from filtering all 10 arc differences. The average reduction is about 2 
percent but rises for the more powerful arcs in the midcycles (corresponding to difference samples of the 
tide at any one station Over a phase of about 180’). This may not seem like a significant reduction, but 
statistically the effect on a given tide harmonic may be considerably more severe. For example, if all the 
tides at midcycle (10) were being sampled across their full range, then the result from table 2 indicates that 
the distortions in this range could be as high as 15 cm [ad - (0.97x60)T“. This range distortion represents an 
error of 25 percent from the true range of 60 an. Indeed this magnitude of distortion by the filter is 
indicated in fig. 5b where I compare the true tide difference at the beginning of the arc with the one 
computed from the residuals of the 10 along-track “orbit fits.” 
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Figure Sa.-Simulated M, ocean tide differences: Geosat ERM 2 minus 1. Black lines show simulated M, Ocean tide 
height differences using the Schwiderski (1983) model (as on the Geosat GDRs) under ground tracks arising from an 
orbit of 244 revolutions/l7 days inclined at 108 ", like Geosat but starting at latitude 0" , longitude 0". Data were 
generated every 100 seconds on this track at deep ocean points for 1 day. Ten such global sets were generated 
overlapping the first set here but lagged at every other 17-day cycle. Shown are the overlapped height differences 
from cycles 2 minus 1. The red lines are the residuals of these height differences after an orbit ad,iustment of the 
simulated data removed a constant, a secular rate, a l cpr ,  and near l c p r  frequency from the simulated data at the 
41 1 discrete points along the track. While overall the tide signal does not seem to be strongly disturbed by this 
(uncoupled) empirical adjustment, distortions can be seen most prominently at the ends of the data span here. 
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A more comprehensive-picture of the pattern of these distortions is seen in figs. 5c-d where errors in the 
power of the tides and the power of the errors themselves (not the same quantity for a vector function like 
the tide) are displayed along the reference 1-day track. 

Table 2.-Residuals of orbit reductions of perfect along track M2 tide difference data (simulated)' 

Reference I-day Geosat orbit arc generaled from Lat; Long = 0.0 starting at 1987.0 using the Schwiderski (1983) M, Ocean tide. 
Generation for 411 deep Ocean points on the Geosat track separated by (normally) 100 seconds (about 664 km). Following arcs of 
the MI tide heights were taken to overlap this base at multiples of 17.0505 days with lags of 1,3, ... 19 CMCI repeal mission cycles. The 
overlap daerences with the reference were taken and each cycle pair independently reduced of a constant, two frequencies (1 cpr 
and near 1 cpr), and a secular term (linear in time). The power of the difference data in these pairs at the 411 along track points 
before and after the artifical orbit reduction follow: 

Following Cyde 
cyde No. lags 

Uncorrected Residuals Determined 76 reduction of 
differences after orbit anstant ' power 

correction (d 
(an, ms) 

., ( ? P r m S )  
. .  . .  

2 1 7.03 6.88 -032 2.13 
4 3 20.38 19.92 0.89 2.26 
6 5 32.05 31.27 4.02 2.43 

' 8  7 40.73 39.64 7.67 2.68 
10 9 44.86 43.59 10.25 2.83 
12 11 4335 42.11 10.63 2.86 
14 13 36.29 35.29 8.83 2.76 
16 15 24.97 2433 5.14 256 
18 17 1133 11.07 1.69 2.29 
20 19 2.887 2.824 -0.21 2.18 

* Note the rise and fall of the difference data power in the &sed M2 period of 18.6 ERM cycles lags. For further information on 
the "errors" revealed by this simulation, see figs. S a c  

Fluctuations of these error distortions have a periodicity of roughly 2 cpr, reflectiag the interaction of the 
various 1 cpr orbit adjustments with the systematic phase changes of the tide over its aliased period. It is 
interesting that while the average power change is negative (-3 .percent), there are some stations which 
actually show increased power after the orbit reductions. The total tide errors (rms), as indicated in table 2 
(and seen, for example, in fig. 5d) average 14 percent and reach a maximum of 31 percent compared to a 
true global M, tide of 30 cm (rms). While.certainly signifrant, and a cause for concern in this kind of 
analysis, the actual Geosat data analysed represent. an errored tidal signal that is perhaps one-fourth of the 
full one since the Schwiderski (1983) model has been removed in forming the STHs. Thus I expect an 
average M, (residual) signal of only 6 to 7 an, implying only a few centimeters of distortion (on average) 
from this source in my analysis. 

' 

Even the severity indicated here may be tempered further by the actual circumstances of the reduction with 
real data which use mainly arcs longer than 1 day and from a variety of ERM window segments with both ' 

ascending and descending passes at most stations. In any case, these simulations show that a careful 
calibration of the tidal results is necessary when the orbit reduction is uncoupled from the (later) time-series 
tidal solution. 
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Figure Sb.Simulated M, tide differences (with respect to heights in cycle 1) at latitude 0: longitude Or) for a Geosat 
E M .  Shown are the simulated diiferences before (squares) and after (asterisks) orbit reduction for the l-cle pairs 
of l-day arcs. The fvst point here is the same as the fvst point in fig. 5a (before and after results). Note the orbit 
corrections have systematically distorted original data with a periodicity of the aliased M, effect for the Geosat E M  
(18.6 cycles). Thus the M, tide solution for this station will have little apparent error from examination of residuals 
alone. Systematic error from the false orbit reduction is about 20 percent of the true variation here aver the full M, 
period but distortion in the power of the data is much less (only about 2 percent). 

RESULTS OF ORBIT REDUCTION OF OVERLAP DIFFERENCES 

I have reduced 126 1- to 2-day arc segments of Geosat ERM overlap differences of sea heights averaged 
into 2” by 2” deep Ocean areas in the same manner as described above for segment G. Figures 6a-c give an 
overview of this reduction from (media corrected) STH values to 2” averaged residuals of difference values 
after “orbit removal.” In fig. 6a note the significantly greater power of the Gem 10 topographic height data 
over using the Gem T1 radial ephemeris, a result of the poorer orbits using Gem 10 as implied earlier. 
Indeed, as seen in figs. la-b many of the Gem T1 STH arcs are as much disturbed by the poor detailed 
geoid of Rapp (1978) as by “orbit error.” However, there is much less discrepancy in the STH differences 
when using these two ephemerides (fig. 6b). The Gem 10 orbits are undoubtedly strongly deficient at 1 cpr. 
Much of these errors are geographically correlated and removed on differencing as well as all of the geoid 
error and periodic orbit error due to the geopotential. Finally, after orbit fdtering there is little to 
distinguish one ephemeris use from the other (fig. 6c). Indeed the distinguishing character of the fully 
reduced 2” data is a clear rise and fall of power in the “aliased” period of the M2 tide (near 1 year) which 
demands a more complete explanation. (See next section.) Before proceeding with this, however, note that 
the data are still too sparse to verify this effect in the second year of the ERM for which (as yet) only the 
operational Gem 10 orbits are available. 
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Figure 5c.-Error of orbit-reduced simulated M, tide for a Geosat ERM (20 cycles). Shown are the percentages of errors 
in the power of the solution (with respect to 30 an) from the simulated M, tide at 411 stations along'track for 1 day 
(repeated every other ERM cycle, with orbit reduction performed on each arc pair of differences with respect to cycle 
1). The (scaled) squares show where the power of the solution from the orbit reduced data is larger than the original 
(simulated) tide. The (scaled) triangles show where the power has been reduced. The m&um discrepancy is -31 
percent; the average is -3 percent. 

Figure 5d.-Errors of Mi tide derived from orbit-reduced simulated data. Shown are rms errors of solutions described in 
figs. 5a-c. The average error is 14 percent (of a global M, tide of 30 cm,rms). The maximum error is.31 percent; as 
seen, the station errors along tradc vary predominantly at 1 cpr. Here the (411) station solutions (of 10 overlaps each) 
contain only a single pass of data in each cycle of the same kind (with no averaging). In the actual solution most of 
the stations contain more than one kind of passes (ascending and descending) and arc segments through the area bins 
which should reduce the distortions seen in figs. Sa-d. 
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Figure 6b.-Global sea level differences from Geosat altimetry. These are ST'H differences from overlapping arcs in 
E M  cyde I (averaged in T by 2' bins). Boxes are for 1-day arcs using Gem 10 ephemerides. Triangles are for 2- 
day arcs using Gem T1 ephemerides. Notice substantial reduction in power of these difference data compared to one- 
way STHs (fig. 6a). The detailed geoid errors were eliminated and the orbit errors reduced in both power and 
complexity. Though the power of Gem T1-derived differences is generally smaller, there are many Gem 10 arcs that 
have less power (in these differences) than Gem T1 arcs, even in the same cycle. 
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Figure 6c.-Global sea level differences from Geosat altimetly after empirical orbit reduuion. The 2’ by 2’ averaged 
dilierences (fig. 6b) have been reduced of a constant, a secular term, a 1-cpr, and a near 1 cpr frequency. Again the 
boxes represent data derived from Gem 10 ephemerides. The power of the Gem T1-derived data is now almost 
indistinguishable from the power of the Gem 10-derived data. The primary feature of the power data here is its dear 
variation with a period near u) ERM cycles related to both the aliased M, period (317 days) and a possible yearly 
Ocean weather tide (say from temperature changes) that is not modeled by the inverse barometer effm which has been 
removed. Notice how the weakest data in cycles 10 to 20 tend to be from the 1- day arcs. These generally have a 
significantly smaller data content than the %day arcs or even the 1-day arcs in the fust 9 cycles. 

. 

The Gem 10 orbits are computed in overlapping 2-day arcs so that every day represents a new set of initial 
conditions and a break in thc STH differences here, necessitating a new “orbit” solution. These breaks do 
not coinade with the “days” of the ERM segments used, but are slowly changing with respect to them. 
Therefore, the standard 1-day arcs are nearly that long only at the beginning of the ERM. By the end of 20 
cycles (the aliased M, period as we shall see) the new orbit break occurs in the middle of these segments (L, 
A, and E), yielding only seven or so revolutions of data, sometimes much less. 

I have studied the behavior of the determined constant in the orbit reduction with the number of 
observations used in this reduction. (See fig. 7.) When the number gets below about 800 (roughly 60 
percent of a day’s 2” smoothed data) this average can be quite large, which is obviously unrealistic. With so 
few observations, I feared I might also be absorbing too much tidal energy in the removed orbit parameters, 
and limited my analysis to arcs with more than 800 observations. Because of the shifting breaks in the Gem 
10 ephemerides, I found only a scattered number of these in the second year, too few to verify what was 
found in the frrst. 

Figure 7 also shows that (disregarding the excessive values) the average of these global shifts of sea level of 
the arcs in following cycles with respect to cycle 1 is positive by a few centimeters. This bias, indeed the 
variability of the constant determined here, may be due to global coherence of the residual tide (errors in the 
low-degree spherical harmonics of the tide), changes in the altimeter calibration, or systematic errors in the 
other medial and surface corrections to the altimeter data. Another fundamental source of the variability of 
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the constant is undoubtedly the varying tracking conditions and data underlying the orbits computed for 
Geosat. Thus an error of only 1 millisecond in the period of this satellite is equivalent to an uncertainty of 
80 cm in its altitude, since no direct range data were used in determining the orbit. 

ALIASED TIDAL PERIODS IN THE GEOSAT ERM 

Whenever a periodic function is regularly sampled (as in an ERM) it is possible to fit the sampled data to 
an unlimited number of other (aliased) frequencies. The danger, of course, is that other phenomena with 
natural periodicities near these “other” frequencies can easily become confused with the fundamental 
periodic function we wish to investigate. The simplest and best known example is aliasing to higher 
frequencies. If spacing of the samples is S in time, then every wave with period 2S/n (for integer n) is 
compatible with the original data (n= 1 is called the Nyquist limit after the scientist who fust studied regular 
sampling). In our case though (at least for the most prominent tidal species) we sample (i the ERM) at 
regular intervals (of 17.0505 days) much longer than the fundamental tides of near 12 (semidiurnal) and 2.4 
hours (diurnal). In such cases, as we might guess, the aliased periods are longer than the sampling interval. 
The aliased period(s) in this case is more complicated to describe algebraically (e.g., Mazzega 1985) but just 
as easy to visualize if one asks for the period fraction (of the fundamental) remaining after an integer 
number of such periods closest to the sampling period. This “closest” period fraction (or remainder) 
increases steadily until, after a (usually nonintegral) number of “long” sampling periods a total fundamental 
period fraction of 1.0 is covered. That number (l/closest period fraction in ERM units) is the longest 
aliased tidal period. (There is always another one of less than twice the ERM cycle from 1.0 minus the 
“closest” period fraction, but the description of the data is the same in any case and much easier to “see” 
with respect to the longest period.) With this prescription, and using the fundamental lunisolar tidal periods 
from Melchior (1978). table 3 lists the longest aliased periods for the Geosat ERM for the 11 principal 
(strongest) tides. 

I I I I I I I 

0 1000 2000 3000 
# Of Observations in Global Arc 

Figure 7.-The constant from the orbit reduction of global overlap sea height data. The data here are results from the 
orbit reduction of 2. by 2‘ SIX differences described previously. For data arcs less than about l,ooO, there is a 
tendency for the constant to be excessive, suggesting a poor separation from the 1 cpr orbit signals. 
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Table 3.-Aliased periods of principal tides for the Geosat ERM 
ERh4 cycle = 17.0505 days 

Tide name Equilibrium’ Period ALiased period Cycle No. 
Days ERM Cycles at repeat 

24.2 12.42060 317.1 18.60 19.6, 38.2, ... 
11.3, 21.6, ... 

tracks Amplitude (W 
(m) 

M2 
K1 14.2 23.93447 175.5 10.29 

10. I 25.81934 112.9 6.62 7.6, 14.2,ZO.g ,... 01 
PI 4.1 24.06589 4466.5 261.96 263.0, ... 

4.6 12.65835 52.1 3.05 4.1, 7.1, 10.2 ,... 
Mf 4.2 327.84046 68.1 4.03 5.0. 9.1. 13.1 ,... N2 

87.7 5.15 6.2, 11.3, 16.4, ... K2 3.1 11.96724 
Mm 2.2 661.301 27.6 1.6 2.6, 4.2, 5.8 ,... 

182.6 10.7 11.7, 22.4 ,... Ssa 1.9 4383. 
1.9 26.86816 74.0 4.3 5.3, 9.6, 13.9 ,... 

Annual 5.0:’ 8766. 365.3 21.4 22.4, 43.8 ,... Q I  

Semiannual 2.5? 4383. 181.6 10.7 11.7, 22.4 ,... 

s2 11.3 12.00000 168.8 9.90 10.9,20.8, ... 

Biannual 2.0? 17532. 730.5 42.8 43.8, ... 
I Estimates: lunisolar-tides [Christodoulidis et al (198S)l; remaining (ocean weather) tides [Wyrtki and Leslie (1980)]. 

A few points from table 3 should be especially noted. First, the aliased M, period (317 days) is close to 
both annual and twice semiannual periods, which are natural “weather”. periods for ocean surface changes 
due to seasonal temperature and water fluxes. Second, many of the other tidal constituents have similar 
aliased periods which may also be difficult to separate from the Geosat data. Here though I want to 
describe specifically how the power of differenced heights is evinced over these long (aliased) periods. 

Let the tide height at a given ocean point, j ,  be given for tide constituent i as: 

Hi = c,cos wit + s,sin Wi‘ 
i 

where C,S are harmonic coefficients at a reference time for point j ,  and wi are the frequencies of the 
respective constituents. If the reference time is taken as the time in the reference cycle.for passage over that 
point (different for ascending and descending passes), then the difference tide height is expressible from eq. 
(1) in terms of the aliased period T’ and the ERM sampled time difference f ’ from the reference cycle as: 

Ahj = c , [COSZKf‘ /~  - 11 + s,[sin2Kf’/~’] ,+ ej(f‘) 
I 

where e, is the difference in signal errors between the two cycles at this time at location j. 

An interesting aspect of eq. (2) is that ej as written cannot be completely random Over the sampling pairs 
since it always depends on the same error in the reference cycle. It is therefore permitted, in theory, to 
include a resolvable constant for each time series of similar passages at an Ocean point. (This is equivalent 
10 the practice of other authors who have worked with overlapping altimetry of referencing the data to an 
average profile of a long arc or time series in a small ocean bin (e.&, Mazzega 1985; Cheney et al. 1989). In 
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practice (at least for this solution) there may not be sufficient data to resolve these individual reference pass 
constants as well as the other tide parameters at a station. However, this possibility for future solutions 
promises a significant gain in the signal/noise ratio because without it the noise must be gaged as a two-way 
process. 

The power of these difference data over all the passes in a cycle (with respect to the base cycle) is easy to 
calculate when we realize that the quantities in brackets in eq. (2) are (as r ’ is) constant over all the points 
in the ERM cycle. Let these bracket-factors be CL and S* respectively for the cosine and sine of the tide 
harmonics. Then the power of the difference data at a point j iS: 

(Ah): = { c[C,C;(r’)] + ejf’)}’ = {E ClC,’(f’)’ + S,’S;(f’)’+ 2[  E C,C,C;C; 

+all other cross-terms in C,S,,S,S, and C4Ss,] + ej(r’)’ + 2ej(f’) [ 
(3 i i k*1 

C4C,: (f’) + S,S;(I’) + ...I) 

Taking the average of eq. (3) over all the points j in the given cycle at r ‘ and assuming that: 

in relation to the other terms in eq. (3) I can write over the j points: 

for the power of a difference arc at lag time r‘with respect to the aliased.period TI for a tide constituent. 
Using the further expectation that over a large number of globally dispersed points: 

I can reduce the power expectation to the even simpler form: 

However, because the global tide power is dominated by only a relatively few high amplitude regions in the 
oceans (between amphidromes), the expectation in eq. (6) is not exactly r e d i d .  Nevertheless in resolving 
the evolution of the signal in fig. 6c, I am naturally limited to only a few parameters for the 22 samples of 
cycle-pair data (with full global estimates). For this purpose I find that I can still use eq. (7) to obtain a 
rough estimate of the tide correction power using a single value for each constituent without incurring 
significant distortion of the result. 
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THE 4" BY 4" DATA SET OF TIME SERIES 

As discussed above, of the 126 arc segment pairs I reduced to 2" (orbit removed) data, I used only those 
with more than 800 observations in each arc pair (of differences with cycle 1). Another limitation was that I 
did not go beyond cycle 37 in further processin& because at this cycle the detailed geoid height data on the 
original GDRs I used were corrected. This possibly introduced height anomalies of up to 1 m in differences 
with uncorrected cycle 1 data. It is not likely that the anomalies ar is i i  from an interpolation change for the 
1" detailed geoid height grid can be near this large for the smoothed data over wide zones however, even in 
areas of rough topography. Still I wanted to be conservative and, as the few arcs involved were all small 
(less than 1,100 observations), I also eliminated them from further consideration. Finally, I averaged the 
remaining arcs into 4" by 4" deep ocean bins, yielding the distribution given in figs. 8a-c 

F p e  8a shows that, while the data are stronger in the earlier ERM cycles, the maximum density is 
actually found near the midpoint of the M, aliased period which repeats near cycle 20. For future reference 
I estimate that the l-second GDR data content (more than 4,000,000 records) of the 4" set through cycle 22 
represents more than one-third of the full set for deep ocean points. 

Figure 8b shows how the power of the time series has grown from the 5" data sets (Wagner 1990) to the 
present 4" sets. The current set contains more than twice as many GDR records as the previous set, 
averaged into different and slightly more refined ocean areas. The distribution of this new observation set in 
the deep oceans is shown in fig. 8c Notice that the highest observation density is in the far southern oceans 
while the northernmost Atlantic is poorly covered. The latter is an artifact of the rather poor coverage of 
the North Atlantic in cycle 1 of the ERM. The groundtrack patterns of density in fig. 8c reflect that the 
observation set is still dominated by only a few of the 2-day arc segments (F, G, and I) which together have 
this rather coarse spacing. R e d  that during the Seasat summer of 1978 the coverage of the southernmost 
oceans was poor because of heavy ice conditions. Here, since most of the data used are in the first 7 months 
of the ERM (to cycle 12) from November 1986, the ice-free conditions at that time have provided excellent 
coverage there. This region will provide a critical test of the Schwiderski (1983) M, model far from the 
boundary data used therein. 

The southern oceans also are well represented in this data set because all the tracks are strongly east-west 
at high latitudes. The poor coverage of the far North Atlantic is due not only to boreal winter conditions 
there (storms and ice, conditions which cause data rejections), but also to the particular attitude instability of 
'Geosat for cycle 1, which caused a large amount of data to be lost in thq region [e.g., Cheney er 01. (1987)). 
The indication of data over land areas in fig. 8c is spurious. These represent single GDR record passes that 
belong elsewhere due to a glitch in the grid point assignment for data near longitude 0' in the 4'set. This 

final solutions all passes represented by a single GDR point pair were rejected for this reason and because, 
even in a legitimate pass, a fair estimate of the pass variance could not be verified in this case. 

program anomaly is also responsible for the excess number of low-pass time series seen in fig. 8b. In the 
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Figure 8a.-Distribution of Geosat difference data: 4' averages. Only arcs with more than 800 2' by T average passes 
were used in forming the 4' pass averages. The early cycles predominate with a particular concentration near cycle 
where the aliased M, tide (or the yearly weather tide) should have maximum power in these differences. 
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Figure Bb.-Histograms of time series for 5' and 4' data sets. The crosses give the midpoints (for bins of live 
observation width) for the (preliminary) 5' set. The boxes give the pass or time series distribution for the current 4' 
set. The total number of passes in the 5' set is 43.654 (for 1,253 grid points). The totals for the 4'sets are 108,993 
passes (for 1,953 grid points). As shown, the densify of the pass observations for a typical ocean area analyzed has 
nearly doubled with the current set. However, there are still some grid points with less than six observations which 
were rejected in the final results. 
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Figure &.-Geographic distribution of altimetric time series in 4' by 4' data set. The boxes scale the number of pass 
observations (actually paspairs with cycle 1) in the set at the given grid points. 

GLOBAL TIDE POWER FROM THE FIRST YEAR OF THE ERM 

In fig. 6c we saw clear evidence of a long-term tide correction signal in the 2" averaged-(orbit reduced) 
STH differences. Ignoring the limited data beyond the first ERM year (past cycle 22) the period of these 
residuals appears to be at cycles 19 to 22. Referring to table 3, the cause of this periodicity Seems to be 
either the aliased M, tide (as a correction to the model on the Geosat GDRs) or a (direct) annual ocean 
weather tide (above that provided by the inverse barometer). Wyrtki and Leslie (1980) have made an 
extensive evaluation of the full annual tide from Pacific Ocean island gage data and find the power of the 
annual tide there is about 5 cm. However, as shown in figs. 4b,e, the inverse barometer is probably effective 
in removing at least most of the air pressure-caused variation. (The so-called radiational or ocean 
temperature-induced changes are thought to be a minor part of this tide, as are the seasonal water fluxes 
compared to the air-pressure component.) The other aspect of fig. 6c, suggesting more than one tide is 
involved, is a clear indication that the level of the initial minimum is less than the subsequent minimum (at 
ERM cycles 19 to 22). 

If only a single tide is responsible for the results in fig. 6c, it should produce the same minimum effect at 
the reference and repeat times. Accordingly, I tried to solve for a number of average tides (their average 
global power) to resolve these data according to eq. (7). Using the 4" data set that included only those arcs 
satisfying the minium observation criterion, fig. 9a shows the residual power data used for fitting three such 
tide functions and an added (constant) noise power. This fit was done using weighted least squares with the 
data actually being the square of the data in fig. 9a and the weights being proportional to the number of 
observations in each global estimate of the power from the various arc pairs. These observations range from 
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800 to 1,400 in the 1-day arc segments L, A, B, D, and E, and from 1,500 to 3,300 in the 2-day arc segments 
F,G,H,I,J,K,BD,andAE. 

D 

- 

The solutions for the 4" individual arcs seem most compatible with inclusion of a BiANnual (BAN) 
weather tide because the BAN acts to increase the cycle power continuously from cycle 1 to 22. This 
permits the clear separation of power minima seen in the data, but of course the final three-tide solution is 
not meant to be definitive, only suggestive. For example, a two-tide solution with M, and K, does nearly as 
well as this three-tide solution in separating the minima and fitting the data. Another encouraging aspect of 
the three-tide solution is the fact that it preserves the one- and two-tide values of its common parameters 
(within their error estimates which come from the solution inverse scaled by the level of the reduced 
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Figure 9a.-Observed and computed power of 4' Geosat overlap differences in 1- and 2-day window segments. Only 
segments with more than 800 4' observations (passes) were used in this assessment. From these data a few residual 
tides were estimated by a least squares fit using eq. (7) weighted according to the number of passes in the arc. 
Because the cycles past 22 were so poorly represented I only used them to check the predictions made from the data in 
cycles 2 to 22. The short dash curve gives the expected power from a solution for M2-only plus a noise estimate. 
Notice that the power level in this solution at the beginning of the second aliased M, period (cycle 19) is the same as 
at the start of the ERM. The long-dashed curve arises from an estimate of both the M, and S, tides fit to these power 
data. While there is some separation of the power between qcles 2 and 19, the initial rise is poorly predicted. But for 
the solid curve, when an additional biannual variation was also estimated, the fit is satisfactory at both ends of the data 
span. The residual M, power in all three solutions is 6.5 f 2 cm. The solution for S, (2.4 cm f 2 an), while barely 
significant, clearly represents a lumped effect of neighboring tide periods. (See text.) The biannual (ocean weather) 
tide power of 3.6 f 1.8 cm may also be a lumped effect of interannual variations. 
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residuals of the fit). A third favorable aspect is a noise level (of 11 an) closer to the average deviation (of 
differences) in a 4’ pass (9 cm). It should be said though that the “noise” level sensed in this fit is a 
lumped value from many sources of variation both for the individual pass averages on a short time scale and 
among the aggregates of these pass-averages on a long time scale where gross tide and media-surface 
correction errors are involved. If only random noise sources concerned us, the pass averages (averaging 40 
GDR observations) should be good to only about 9/&0 - 1.5 cm. 

To analyze a more representative sample of the global cycle-averaged power, the data in fig. 9a were 
accumulated into single cycle power estimates and weighted according to the total number of observations in 
each cycle. (See fig. 8a.) The power averages themselves are shown in fig. 9b along with a “best” soluton 
for the data through cycle 22. Here I wanted to see how well a solution might predict the sparse data in the 
second ERM year. As seen, the “best” solution is at least compatible with the sparse data in the second 
ERM year. 

I I I I 1 I I 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
ERM Cycle # 

Figure 9b.-Obsewed and computed power of Geosat overlap differences with corrections for the M,, S,, N,, Q, 
semiannual and biannual tides. The observations here are complete cycle power estimates of the 4’ window-arc power 
data (orbit-reduced differences) in fq. 9a. In the least squares solution of eq. (7) the data have been weighted 
according to the total number of 4’ passes for each cycle. Thus the data past cycle 22 have little weight in the 
solution and essentially constitute a prediction of the correction power variation for the second ERM year. 
Considering the poor cycle sampling here in this second year these predictions are adequate (e.g., note the wide 
variation of power in any cycle over the sub-cycle window segments in fig. 9a). 
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Table 4 lists 14 such tide solutions using eq. (7), made with the aim of finding reasonably low residuals in 
groups of one, two, three, four, and five tides. Obviously the tides chosen are not exhaustive. Note that M, 
alone (plus the noise solution) reduces the weighted residuals by an order of magnitude and all other tides 
added to the solution affect the result by only an additional factor of about 2. A few solutions (8 and U) 
were unacceptable because the squared power for certain tides were negative, probably an indication of a 
poor estimate for the cycle power near the maximum sensivity for those tides [considering the coefficient 
factors in eq. (7)). Notice when the ANnual (weather) tide is added to a solution with M, (Nos.7 and 9), it is 
obviously correlated with M, since the M, solutions decrease significantly. With pure global power data the 
two periods for these tides are too close for good separation using only 1 year of data. 

When I analyzed the individual 4’ time series for the M, and AN tides I found that, providing there was a 
reasonable mix of data windows and passes (ascending and descending) in the series, the separation was 
much better than with the cycle power data. The reason is an aliased tide can be sampled at many different 
phases in a given cycle and over a time series while a direct tide, such as the weather ones and the long 
period lunisolar tides M, and S,, is always sampled roughly at the same phase for all passes in one cycle. 
[My colleague b u r y  Miller first pointed this out to me. See also Cartwright and Ray (1990: 3071-72).] 
Later we will see that, thanks to this diversity of phase sampling, combined solutions for M, and AN disturb 
the solution for M, only slightly for the bulk of the individual time series solutions. 

Table 4.-Global tide power from cycle averaged 4‘ differenced altimetry 
Weighted nns of data (cycles 2 to 22 only) = 1203.0 

Run No. rides in Wl nns I lT lS)  

solution residuals Noise Ml QI S, S A N  BAN Others 

121.6 12.0t2.9 6.72 1.6 .-- ... ... I 1 Ml 

- hl, + BAN 95.8 11.4:2.7 6.6: 1.6 .-- ..- ... 3.5r1.7 -- 
3 MZ+Q, 115.2 11.6t3.7 6.7: 1.8 2.311.7 --- ... e .- 

120.9 11.923.3 6.72 1.8 ..- 1.4t1.9 --- - - 
..- --- --. -.. (K1)2.02 1.9 

4 M,+% 
118.7 11.723.3 6.82 1.8 ..- I.. 2.32 1.8 --- - 5 M,+Kl 

6 M1+%N 115.8 11.5t3.3 6.8t1.8 
7 M,tAN 104.4 11.9:2.7 4.722.8 _ _ _  ... ... ... (AN)4.9: 2.8 
8 M,+ M, 119.0 12.4.3.4 6.7: 1.8 _ _ _  ... --. ... (Mm)<O? . 

9 M, t Ah’+ BAN 94.4 1 l.St2.7 6.023.1 __. --- --. 3.122.0 (AN)2.9+3.1 

’I 

i0 M,+ 0 1  +BAN 88.3 11.022.9 6 . 6 ~  1.6 2.21 1.5 -.- ... .-. I 

I 1  M, + SAN+ BAN 85.1 10.722.9 6.721.5 ... --- 2.6t1.6 3.621.6 - 
12 hl: 7 0, +SAW+ BAV 64.6 9.72 1.4 6.72 1.4 1.721.3 --- 3.021.1 3.6tl.4 --- 
13 M,+ QI+ K,+ 60.7 9.822.8 6.721.3 2.721.3 -- 4.922.8 3.5t1.4 (Kl)cO? 

14 M,+N,+Q,+ 62.9 9.3r3.1 6721.3 2.7: 1.3 --- 3.12 1.4 3.62 1.4 (N2)1.5? 1.4 
SAS + BAN 

SA?; + BAS 

Examining the “best” power solution (No. 14) in more detail we recognize that only the M, and noise 
solutions are well determined (formally) with M, (in particular), being remarkably consistent over all 
solutions excluding combinations with AN. Again as in the solution with individual arc segments (fq. 9a) the 
best constant noise solution is closer to 10 than 12 cm (here 9.3 cm, rms). The N, and Q, results as they 
stand are undoubtedly lumped values (with respect to the many tides with nearby aliased periods such as 
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M, , 0,, and KJ but their (scaled) formal errors may be fairly realistic (compare with the full equilibrium 
amplitudes for these tides in table 3). In this comparison, however, note the solutions represent corrections 
to model values which are undoubtedly not 100 percent in error. I am also assuming that the tidal 
corrections here and in what follows are strictly to the relatively uncertain ocean component of the geocentric 
tide model. The Cartwright and Edden 1973 model of the solid Earth part of this tide is not only about 1/3 
of the ocean component but is considered much better known with errors of perhaps 1 cm according to 
Baker (1984, see also Tapley et al. 1982). 

SINGLE TIDE SOLUTIONS FROM 4" X 4" TIME SERIES 

Another indication that the 4" residual data are dominated by the M, correction is a series of single tide 
(least squares) solutions to eq. (2), using all the 108,993 pass-differences over 1,953 stations. The overall rms 
residual in these station solutions is then reduced (most) from 15.32 cm to 13.15 cm in the M, solutions 
(fig. 9c). The next most influential single tides involving these data appear to be the AN and BAN weather 
tides with a third set of tides (S, , P, , & , S A N ,  and S,) also showing strong influence. Obviously many of 
these are lumping the effects of others with neighboring aliased periods (especially weak long-period tides 
like Sa). These tests confirm the strong influence on these data of M,, AN, and BAN but leave to the future 
the specific combination of these and other lunisolar tide corrections (with M,) which will produce the best 
result. 
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Figure 9c.-Results of single and multiple tide solutions with the full Geosat time series. Shown are the residual power 
after a least squares solution of the tide difference eq. (2) using data at 1,953 deep ocean stations. The fust point on 
the left gives the data power before any solution. For single tides the M, correction has the greatest effect. But the 
reduction with any single tide is small because the data are small because the data are generally dominated by 
necessary corrections for many other tides as well as media and surface effects such as mesoscale ocean dynamics. An 
emphcal solution for all 11 principal lunisolar tides as well as the three ocean weather tides listed and a few secular 
terms (constant, linear, and quadratic) reduces the power in these difference data to 9 cm, nns. 
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While I believe strongly that the power variation over the ERM cycles shown in fig. 9a,b is an indication of 
signifcant M, deficiency in the Geosat model I also want to be sure that the specific ocean-area values 
obtained from its correction using the detailed time series are estimated with realistic errors. Thus, as just 
seen with the cycle-power solutions, they were dominated by a “noise” component that is probably far from 
random while being influenced at the sub-decimeter level by systematic errors in the many media and surface 
corrections that were applied to the GDRs. (See Tapley el ai. 1982, Cheney el al. 1987). As discwed above, 
I am also particularly concerned about what deleterious effect the uncoupled “orbit reduction” has on the 
subsequent tide solutions. For both of these reasons I performed an extensive calibration test of subsets of 
the full 4’ data using essentially independent windows on the solution. 

SUBSET CALIBRATION TESTS OF M, SOLUTIONS FROM 4’ TIME SERIES 

Table 5 gives some statistics of the subsets of arc-segment windows processed independently for calibration 
purposes. The windows themselves were described in a previous section above. Recall, for example, that 
arcs L, A, and E represent (roughly) a window of 1 day of data referred originally to the Gem 10 radial 
ephemeris and arcs F,G,H,I,J,K represent (roughly) a window of 2 days of data referred originally to the 

’ Gem T1 ephemeris. The amount of data (no. of passes) and cycle distribution for each of the 1/4 subsets 
used is shown in fig. 10. The important point to notice is that passes (actually pass pairs with cycle 1) in 
each cycle are usually dominated by a different subset (of windows) but in any case the characteristics of 
each subset is quite distinct. For example set C1 is particularly strong in cycles 5 and 17 while C2 is strong 
in cycle 12 but D2 has a fairly uniform distribution. This disparate distribution of data by cycles is important 

Table S.Subsets of 4’ Geosat difference altimetry for calibration 

Same Kind Passes GDR Records Time Series Arc segments Data power 
NO. No. (No. Grid PIS) (No. Passes) (windows) cm, rms 

ht.u Median 

c 1  114 27.913 1,154.494 1,750 46 16 B,D.BD.H 14.28 
27.01 1 1,102.893 1,671 49 14 G.K 163 1 

1,819 44 12 k E S , I . J  15.90 D1 114 27.390 1.124223 
D2 114 26,679 1,086,844 1,503 57 14 LF 14.72 

ClQ 112 54.924 2,257,387 1,903 95 26 (see above) 15.31 

1533 DID? 112 54,069 2,211.067 1,890 81 25 
(A) 

I/?.  55.303 2.278.717 1.691 60 26 C l+DI  15.10 
(e) 
ClDl 

O D 2  112 53,690 2.189.727 1.859 91 28 CZ+ D2 15.54 
(C) 

ClD2 112 54.592 2.241.338 1,858 103 27 C1 t D2 1450 
(D) 

CZDl 112 54,401 2.227.1 16 1,905 83 26 C2tDI  16.10 
(E) 

(F) 

c?- 114 

c 1 + a  
Dl+D2 

CD 1 108,993 4,468.454 1.953 160 53 C1 +C2 t D1 t D2 15.32 
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because even though different windows of the cycles are processed (reduced of orbit errors) independently 
the data attributed to the same cycle arises from the same Gem T1 orbits (again always paired with cycle 1) 
for most of the arc segments here. To eliminate this common underlying orbit dependence we could cull 
special subsets that would have only distinct cycle information in each. However, for the purposes of this 
study I feel that the variety and quality of the independent tests is sufficient. It is certainly considerably more 
sophisticated than was attempted in Wagner (1990), where only two 1/2 subsets were tested with such 
independent M, solutions. 

Thus in the station calibrations I resolve the M, tide (correction) from as many pairs of fairly equal 
independent data sets as possible and then see how well the differences between these solution pairs are 
comparable with the formal (white noise) error statistics (scaled, of course, by the respective solution 
residuals). For this purpose I performed Six tests with 1/4 subsets (C, vs. C, D, and D,; C, vs. D, and D,; 
and D, vs. DJ and three with the 1/2 subsets (A vs. B, C vs. D, and E vs. F). Originally I had hoped to 
establish that the 1/2 subset calibrations would be closer to a white noise result than the 1/4 set ones. 

More precisely if H, and H, are two harmonic coefficients arisimg from independent tidal solutions (at a 
given Ocean grid station) and u, and u2 are their formal (scaled) error estimates (e.g., from the least squares 
inverse of the difference data normals), then I have used here the following theoretical “2’ statistic to gage a 
calibration factor for the two solutions: 
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Figure 10.-Distniution of Geosat difference altimetry in 1/4 subsets of the full 4’ time series. Squares are for subset 
C,, triangles for subset C,, octagons for subset D,, and diamonds for subset D,. For a description of the ERM day 
windows of these subsets, see table 5. Each 1/4 subset has a fair amount of data Over the 19 cydes of the aliased M2 
tide. Each also emphasizes data at different cycles. Thus not only are the ERM windows distinct in these sets but the 
cycles (mainly) are also, as well as the ephemerides that govern the orbit corrections. 
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If the signal analyzed is only disturbed by random (white) noise, I would expect z in eq. (8) to have a unit 
normal distribution. Over many such independent samples a good judgment can be made of the likely 
calibration factor “f” that should scale the formal error estimates by computing for a large solution set: 

f = rmsz (9) 

For (random) normally distributed errors, the expected value of should be 1. 

To be specific, for each time series (of differences) at a station I solved (by least squares) the harmonic 
equation: 

2 

Y4 = Ci[C0S(Wit) - coS(Wit0)] , j = l  

Yu = si[s;n(~,t) - sin(w,r,)J , j=2 9 

for best values of Ci, Sj with respect to the difference height data Ah, where i is a tidal constituent with 
frequency w,, r, is the time in the reference cycle (here, cycle 1) from a certain base time, and I is the time in 
the following cycle from the same base time. I have based the harmonics Ci , S, on the time at the start of 
the Geosat ERM, 8.0 November 1986, but these can be e d y  converted to harmonics with respect to a 
conventional tide system referenced to the t h e  of the Moon’s passage over the Greenwich meridian [more 
precisely, the time when the particular tidal argument is zero (Schwiderski 1983)l. 

Table 6 provides statistics of the nine subset calibrations for the M2 tide solutions. They show that there is 
no substantial difference between the two divisions of the full data set; that is, in either case a calibration 
factor near 20 is appropriate. Evidently the degree of non-randomness in the errors (e) of eq. (10) has not 
decreased from the 1/4 to the 1/2 set even though the data have about doubled. I consider the major 
systematic error sources in this equation to be other tidal constituents as well as the distortions due to the 
uncoupled orbit error reduction. The latter has been shown (above) to generate tidal errors with the M2 
aliased period of about XI ERM cycles. (See fg 5.) Clearly the data distribution is highly weighted 
towards the early cycles (fig. &), so that this and other likely systematic error sources of period greater than 
about 1/2 year will not be well randomized Over any arbitrarily chosen subset as here. This is probably the 
reason why an improvement in the calibration with data size is not seen. But since the full set is also poorly 
distributed in time (relatively more early cycles than late) we must settle (conservatively) for the (near) 2.0 
factor even if the cause is known. 

Figures lla,b show the distributions of the raw differences seen in some of these subset calibrations. They 
are roughly the order of magnitude of the coefficient solutions themselves, which is sobering but still 
understandable (within a factor of about 2) from “normal” statistics. If this seems excessive, contrast it to 
the error calibration factors of from 3 to 10 found for Goddard Earth Models currently and from the earliest 
days of satellite geodesy (e.g., Lerch et ul. 1988). 
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Figure 12 summarizes the overall M, calibration for tests involving a single aggregation of the 1/4 to 1/2 
subsets, namely C,/C, DJD, and A/B. The aggregate test here (A/B) appears to have a genuinely better 
calibration than any one of its 1/4 constituents (but see table 6 for other subset results). 

Table 6.--Subset M, correction calibrations. Minimum number of passes in either set = 10. 

Sets No. of common stations Coeff. Coeff. Calibration Factors 
for calibration sol. diff. Avg local’ global’ rms z3 

(cm, ms) 

c1/c2 938 8.22 10.80 1.99 2.05 2.42 
D1/D2 958 7.30 8.55 1.67 1.80 1.99 
Cl/D1 1129 7.43 8.54 1.64 1.73 1.93 

98 1 7.85 9.52 1.65 1.71 1.94 
964 7.77 8.56 1.75 1.95 2.09 

D2/C1 
C2/D1 
C2/D2 826 7.79 9.18 1.74 1.89 2.08 
(Wt Avg) (966) (1.74) (1.85) (2.07) 

1616 6.79 7.29 1.69 1.89 1.98 
1595 7.13 8.25 1.86 2.05 2.20 
1576 6.90 8.15 1.89 2.07 2.21 
(1596) (1.81) (2.00) (2.13) 

A/B 
C/D 
E/F 
(Wt Avg) 
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Figure 1la.-Histograms of the M, solution differences: 1/4 subsets C, vs. D,. Upper histogram gives distribution of differences 
considering all common stations with 10 or more passes in each independent subset. There are 826 such stations. The 
power of the differences in the solutions (rms) is 9.2 cm. The power of the correction coefficients themselves in all the 
solutions is only 7.8 cm (nns). A somewhat sharper result is achieved when at least 30 passes def ie  the two subset 
solutions for a common station (lower histogram). However, only 23 such common stations are available for these 
subsets. The power of the differences here is reduced to 8.3 cm (rms) while the power of the correction coefficients 
determined is 7.5 cm (rms). 
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Figure 12.4aPbration of 4' M, solutions: 1/4 sets C, vs. C,, D, VS. D, and the 1/2 subset A vs. B. These new 
comparisons again emphasize the somewhat sharper results when better conditioned 1/2 subsets are used. Here only 
common station solutions with more than 10 passes are considered. The overall global calibration factor derived from 
C,/C, comparisons was found to be 2.05. (See table 6.) For D,/D, comparisons the factor was 1.80 while for A/B 
comparisons the factor was 1.89, showing that though the 1/2 subset solutions agree better the agreement is matched 
by a reduction of formal errors yielding roughly the same calibration result. 
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Finally, in table 7 I show the detailed calibration results from two stations that experienced enough passes 
to be represented in all nine subsets, at latitude -64", longitude 254"; and at latitude -56", longitude 222". 
Notice that in the former the 1/4 subset calibration factors are (with one exception) less than 1.0. While it is 
gratifying in one sense to obtain such results I attribute them to a lack of sufficient sampling. While each 
test individually involves independent data, as a whole these tests are not independent since each 1/4 subset 
is used in three of these confrontations. The same is true of the 1/2 subset tests, which again for the fist 
station, appear much more believable than the 1/4 subset ones. On the other hand, the data mix for the 
second station seems to be fair for both the 1/4 and 1/2 subsets; each result is consistent for a calibration 
factor of about 1.5 at this station with no advantage gained by the larger 1/2 subset sampling. 

Table 7.--Consistence of calibration factors from independent 4" time series-M, solutions 

Station Subsets Min No. Pass No. Max. correlation Calibration 
la t :  Ion: Passes . discrepancy' facto? 
(degrees) 

-64" 254" 

(average) 

c1/a 
Cl/D1 
C1/D2 
C2/D1 
C2/D2 
D1/D2 

34 
24 
45 
24 
34 
24 

0.278 0.471 1.250 
0.609 0.604 0.767 
0.235 0.471 0.591 
0.345 0.604 0.343 
0.505 0.455 0.629 
0.815 0.600 0.479 

(0.68 f 0.32) 

79 0.025 0.409 1.079 
69 0.275 0.5 18 0.427 
58 0.550 0.447- 1.338 

-64" 25" A/B 
C/D 
E/F 

(0.95 f 0.47) (average) 

.-5G" 222" c 1 / a  27 0.169 0.194 1.999 
Cl/Dl  27 0.286 0.194 1.568 
C1/D2 25 0.077 0.194 2.080 
C2/D 1 32 .0.118 0.090 1.532 
C2/D2 25 0.246 0.048 0.508 
D1/D2 25 0.361 0.090 1.310 

(1.50 f 0.57) (average) 

59 0.033 0.079 1.193 
57 0.100 0.038 2.275 
52 0.2G7 0.124 1.267 

-56" 222" A/B 
C/D 
E/F 

(1.58 f 0.60) (average) 

' [ no. passes (set 1) - no. passes (set 2)]/ average no. passes (both sets). 

Average local calibration factor (see definition, table 6). 
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The three a d a r y  data in table 7 show an early attempt to explain these calibration factors. 1 originally 
hypothesized that a large number of passes in both of the two test solutions would be associated with the 
best calibrations. Table 7 shows this is not true in general (an exception is the 1/2 test for the 
second station). Then I thought perhaps the best calibrations would be associated with tests which had 
nearly the same number of passes (a minimum of 10 was always necessary for a valid test). Again, this is 
realized only for the 1/2 subset tests at the second station. Finally, I thought that those tests which yielded 
the best data distribution with respect to their M, solutions (as measured by the correlation coefficient 
between sine and cosine terms) would have the best calibrations. Aside from the question whether this 
correlation is a proper measure of the distribution in a difference determination (see appendix A), again only 
in one of these four groups of tests (the 1/4 tests at the second station) is this hypothesis confumed. 

To gain more understanding of the calibration process I display representative calibration results from 
solutions experiencing the largest reductions in residuals using the full data set. (See figs. l3a-f.) In these 
figures both the data and the solutions are displayed as if they referred to a direct times series. 

F rac t ion  of M2 Cycle: Epoch: 1985.0+676 Days 

Figure 13a.-Residual M, tide in North Atlantic (lat. 16', long. 3183. Solid line gives correction tide determined from 
1/2 subset C,D2 Dashed line gives same (MJ correction tide determined from independent 1/2 subset C,D,. 
Asterisks display actual difference data of solid line solution as though all of the error belonged to the followiq or 
lagged ERM cycle observation and none to cycle 1 observation of sea topographic height. Distribution of the following 
ERM cycle data is shown (but not labeled by cycle). The fraction of the M, qcle (from epoch) for the ERM cycle 1 
that passes here is also not shown so the full impact of the data distribution in these solutions cannot be appreciated 
from this and the following figs. 13. However, in general, cycle 1 data act to fd in the gaps of this distribution with 
respect to the M, cycle (or phase). Boxes give the same following ERM cycle errors with respect to the dashed 
solution arising from subset C,D,. The C,D, solution has reduced data power from 20.4 cm (nns) to residuals of 10.0 
cm (rms). The C,D, solution has reduced data power from 16.7 an (rms) to residuals of 7.8 m (rms). Local 
calibration factor for this comparison is 0.74. (See table 6 for factor definition.) 
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F r a c t i o n  of M2 Cycle: Epoch: 1985.0+676 Days 

Figure 13b.-Residual M2 tide in the North Atlantic (lat. S; long. 3223. Solid line and asterisks refer to solution with 
1/2 subset C,C, while dashed line and boxes refer to solution with independent 1/2 subset D,D2 (See fig. 13a for 
general interpretation of this data display.) The C,C, solution has reduced data power from 19.4 an (rms) to yield 
residuals of 9.7 cm (nns). The D,D, solution has reduced its data power from 21.4 an (mu) to yield residuals of 10.0 
cm (rms). Local calibration factor for this comparison is 0.18. 
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Figure 13c.-Residual Mz tide in the South PaciTic (lat. -16: long.. 2503. Solid line and asterisks refer to solution from 
1/2 subset C,D, while dashed line and boxes refer to solution from independent 1/2 subset C,D,. The C;D, solution 
has reduced its data power from 15.1 cm (rms) to yield residuals of 6.7 cm (rms) while the C2Dz solution has reduced 
'its data power from 10.6 cm (rms) to yield residuals of 5.8 cm (rms). (See fig. 13a for more details on the form of this 
display.) Local calibration factor for this comparison is 0.46. 
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Figure 13d.-Residual M, tide in the South Pacific (lat. -20'. long. 2503. Solid line gives solution from 1/2 subset C,DI 
with respect to the asterisk data while dashed line gives solution with respect to the independent 1/2 subset C,D, (and 
data in boxes). The C,D, solution has reduced its data power from 18.6 (rms) to residuals of 8.6 cm (m) while the 
C,D, solution has reduced its data power from 18.8 cm (rms) to 7.7 cm (nns). Local calibration factor for this 
comparison is 1.40. 
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Figure 13e.-Residual M, tide in the South Atlantic (lat. -44: long. W). Solid line refers to solution from 1/2 subset 
C,C, (with asterisk data), dashed line to tile solution from independent 1/2 subset D,D, (with boxed data). The 
solution from set C,C, has reduced its data power from 15.4 cm (rms) to 5.6 cm (rms); the solution from set D,D, has 
reduced its data power from 14.5 cm (rms) to 6.8 cm (rms). Local calibration factor from this comparison is 0.91. 
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Figure l3f.-Residud M, tide in the South Atlantic (lat. #, long. 103. Solid line refers to solution from 1/2 subset 
CIDl (with asterisk data), dashed line to solution from independent 1/2 subset C,D, (with boxed data). Solution from 
CIDl has reduced its data power from 14.2 an (rms) to 5.7 cm (rms). Solution from C&, has reduced its data power 
from 14.1 to 6.1 an (rms). M, appears to be only residual tide affecting this station significantly. Local calibration 
factor for this comparison is 0.68. 
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Figure 13g.-Histogam of sigdicant calibration factors from subset analyses showing distriiution of average local 
calibration factors with respect to number of subset analyses that apply to a panicular station’s time series. (For a 
defhtion of local factor, see table 6.) Baxes give the distribution when at least one of the nine possible independent 
subset comparisons could be applied to a common station. There are 1,736 such stations and the grand average of all 
the local calibration factors determined was 1.79 with a standard deviation of 0.76. Triangles give the (sharper) 
distribution when four or more subset comparisons could be made (1,342 stations) yielding a grand average of 1.76 with 
a (reduced) standard deviation of 0.66. Asterisks give the distribution when all nine subset comparisons applied (528 
stations) yielding the sharpest overall average calibration of 1.74 with a standard deviation of 0.58. 
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The actual data refer to time-difference pairs. Thus I do not know how much of the residual belongs to 
the reference cycle1 arc and how much to the following cycles. For convenience, in these displays I assume 
that there is no error in the cyde-1 heights. The difference between the data heights and the solution curve 
is the full difference residual at its correct M,-cycle fraction for the following ERM cyde. Thus many 
months in time may separate adjacent data points in these figures. The independent variable here is not 
time but fractions of an M, period (of 12.4206 hours). The display shows that for most of the independent 
data sets in these particular (1/2 set) calibrations the M, cycle is well covered and the tide (correction) 
stands clear above the “noise” of the observations. It should also be said, however, that these solutions have 
effected the maximum residual reduction (over 50 percent), but that the average reduction is much less 
(about l5 percent). R e d  that the average power in the orbit-reduced data was 15 cm, rms. Since the 
average power of the M, corrections here is only about 6 cm, we see that the solution (if orthogonal to the 
data) should effect a reduction of the residuals of only about 10 percent. On the other hand we saw from 
the cycle power analysis that the addition of a few more tides in the solution should drive the residuals down 
to about 9 to 10 m, which would leave most solutions of about equal power with their remaining residuals 
(signal/noise - 1). Unfortunately therefore, there are not sufficient data here for most stations to yield 
precise corrections for more than a few tides in combination. 

While not explaining the calibration results in detail, I adopted from many of these trials the following 
simple conservative rules for the full set M, solutions. The normal calibration factor for a station was 1.8 if 
no superseding local information was applicable. Considering the experience I had assuring the consistency 
of the subset results I only used the (average) local calibration factor (from the subset tests) when all nine of 
the possible tests were performed under the conditions described above (e.g., a minimum of 10 passes in 
each subset at a station). 

Figure 13g shows the overall distribution of these factors under these varying conditions with regard to 
subset test samples. While the average factor does not change significantly when I relaxed the sample-test 
requirement, note that the number of factors less than 1 (obviously unrealistic) increased markedly as fewer 
tests were used to determine an average local factor. Likewise, many of the factors greater than 2 or 3 in 
the sparse sampling must be considered just as unrealistic, even though using them would give a conservative 
result. Wagner (1990) used only a single 1/2 subset analysis to define a local factor, but included many 
additional conservative criteria which effectively vitiated this local information in a complex way. Here I 
simply applied the global average factor of 1.8 for most of the station solutions and used the nine-sample 
average for the 528 well tested ones except for the few showing factors less than 1.0 which was held as a 
minimum. 

To recapitulate, 1,736 of the 1953 4’ by 4’ stations with time series in the current (full) data set had at 
least one local calibration. Only 528 of these were actually used (as described above) to calibrate (locally) 
the errors of the full set M, solutions, which I now describe. 

DEEP OCEAN M, TIDE SOLUTIONS 

In solving eq. (lo), by least squares fitting of the height-difference data (cleared of orbit effects) I adopted 
(first) the simplest assumption that all the data had the same uncorrelated weight (a unit error of 5 cm was 
used). As can be appreciated from the variations seen in arc segment G (fig. 2a for example) there may be 
justification for using the information on these variations as well as the averages themselves to weight the 
data variably in these tide solutions. However a counter argument must also be entertained; namely, that 
since this time-local “bin noise” may only be a small part of the true error “e” in the tidal eq. (10) we should 
not use this more refined information until at least eq. (10) has been expanded to include more than just the 
M, tide. 
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The (least squares) solution of eq. (10) also used a very mild a priori constraint on its error (or normal) 
matrix, which embodied the information that the M, harmonic coefficients sought should have zero 
expectation with errors of 30 an. A covariance analysis of the Schwiderski (1983) M, model actually shows 
that in the deep oceans (sampled here) the power is closer to 24 cm. (See below.) In any case this 
constraint (competing with data weighted at 5 cm) only affected solutions significantly when fewer than 10 
observations were available at a station. (These were also discarded in displaying the “best” results). In fact 
the power of the data for small solution sets (when poorly distributed) tended to yield not small but 
unrealistically high M, solutions, which was the principal reason why these small set results were discarded. 

A concern arises that a considerable number of stations in the full data set still had fewer than 10 
observations (fig. Sb). Figure 14 shows that many of these (probably) have unrealistically high power. In 
fact when the calibration procedure above is applied and all solutions with fewer than 10 observations or 
calibrated errors greater than 5 cm are rejected, the remaining solutions all have power less than 16 cm. 
These 1,652 “best” solutions have an average power of 5.71 cm contrasted with 633 cm, rms for the set 
shown in fig. 14, which rejects only solutions with fewer than three passes. However, both of these values 
agree reasonably well with the global predictions made for the M, corrections from the cycle-power data 
above (figs. 9a,b). Nevertheless even after eliminating the obviously poorer solutions I was still concerned by 
the possibly excessive power at the sparser grid points. This would indicate overadjustment in the presence 
of significantly nonrandom errors for a relatively poorly sampled solution. For example, on fig. 14 I have 
drawn a best fit line through the power points of the 1,652 best solutions (weighted by the estimated errors 
for them, all less than 5 cm). The slope of this line is indeed slightly negative and it is also negative if just 
unweighted data are used. 
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Figure 14.-Power of M, correction solutions from 1,895 time series. The only selection criterion here was that at least 
three p a . .  had to be present for each time series (actually pass pairs with cycle 1). The solutions were carried with 
the use of mild a priori information (assuming initial harmonic errors of 30 cm). However, difference data were 
weighted at 5 cm. Clearly solutions with fewer than about 10 passes tend to yield excessive power and the tendency for 
the stronger solutions to yield lower power persists even beyond 10 passes. 
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Because of the nonuniform sampling of equiangular ocean areas by the ERM ground track, a wide range 
of passes always appears in the solutions. Figures 8b and 14 show, though, that in spite of the additional 
selectivity imposed by the incomplete windows here, there is still a fair degree of concentration of pass 
density between 30 and 80 observations in this particular analysis. Still the existence of this power bias, even 
if slight, emphasizes the importance placed on the thorough calibration of the solutions which indicates that 
the mean (calibrated) error of an harmonic is roughly 50 percent (signal to noise ratio: 2/1) of the mean 
power globally. (See fig. 15.) 
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Figure 15.-Strength of M, correction solutions from 4' Geosat altimetry. If only errors of unit variance (here 5 an for 
the data) were taken into account, the distribution would closely follow a dec- curve inversely proportional to the 
square root of the passdensity (with a fairly wide scatter), an encouraging sign the solution will improve men more 
when the full ERM data set is employed (roughly 3 times the data used here). 

As a final test of the stability of my M, solutions I examined the differences in the station solutions for M, 
only and those for M, from a combination of what seem to be the most influential tides, M,+AN+BAN. 
(See fig. 9c.) Figures 16a,b show the results of this comparison. For stations with more than about 30 
passes the order of magnitude of the differences is from 2 to 3 cm. Note however that for solutions with less 
than about 30 passes the differences can be quite large (up to 60 cm), indicating poor data distribution with 
respect to these long-periodic tidal variations. Summarizing, the comparison is good and the great majority 
of the solutions are at the level of the estimated errors from the calibration results. 
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OCEAN WADING CORRECI'ION 

Before interpreting the corrected M, tide solutions as "errors" in the Schwiderski (1983) M, ocean tide 
model however, I acknowledge ,[following Rao and Sanchez (1989)l that the GDR values for these tides 
(solid and ocean) do not account for the so-called ocean loading tide (OLT). The OLT is merely the &e& 
on the ocean bottom of the modeled ocean load. [See fg 17, adapted from Schwiderski (1W. fig. 4).] 

Disregarding the solid Earth tide which displaces the ocean bottom and the sea surface qualIy, fg. 17 
shows that the geocentric tide measured by the altimeter is simply the ocean tide minus the ocean loading 
tide. Since I have assumed that the solid tide (of order 10 cm amplitude) is not likely to be significantly in 
error (e.g., Baker 1984) I interpret the measured M, corrections here to be the difference of ocean tide 
corrections and the ocean loading tide which should have been (but wasn't) included in the model tides on 
the GDRs. [See also Francis and MaPega, 19901. What is the order of magnitude of the OLT? According 
to Schwiderski (1980) the OLT is effectively a simple elastic response of about 10 percent of the full tide 
(over most of the ocean) so that OLT equals about 3 cm rms globally. But Wagner (1990) ignored this small 
secondary tide as Wing within the errors of most of the Geosat tide corrections and interpreted the results 
directly as ocean tide corrections. Here, following Goad (1980) I removed from the M, tide corrections that 
part belonging to the OLT which should have been included in the model on the Geosat GDRs. Goad 
(1980) used an hegrated Green's function approach to this load calculation (with an indicated accuracy of 
order 0.3 cm) while Ray and Sanchez (1989) used a spherical harmonic approach (maximum degree: 36). I 
have verified that both approaches yield virtually the same OLT for the deep oceans. (The comparison is 
not as good for near shore and land areas.) 

Figure 16a.-Differences of M, correction solutions: M, only vs. M, plus annual plus biannual. In spite of dose 
correspondence between periods of abased M, tide (in the Geosat ERM) and yearly Ocean weather tide, the M, 
solution appears to be well separated for most solutions with more than about 10 passes, even with an additional 
biannual weather tide included. For example, for overall solutions with more than 10 passes (1,857 Matiom) the 
average M2 harmonic coefficient difference is only 4.3 cm (rms), while for solutions with at least 30 passes the 
difference is only 2.6 cm (rms). 
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Figure 16b.-Histogram of M, correction solution Merences: M, only vs. M, plus annual plus biannual. Solid line 
between boxes; minimum no. of passes = 10, overall differences (1,857 grid points) - 427 em, nns. Dashed line 
between triangles; minimum no. of passes = 30, overall differences (1,712 grid points) - 2.60 an, rms. Notice the 
comparison is much sharper (more central) than for a normal distribution, which means it has an arcersiVe number of 
outliers or anomalous points where the data distniution (for the given number of passes) L not suffiacntb uniform to 
effect an adequate separation of these tides. This situation should improve with added data more uniformly distributed 
among the ERM cydes. In the meantime the use of local calibration factors where appropriate and @OW ones at all 
other p i d  points can help to get a better judgment of the true errors of the Mflnly solutions. 
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Note that the M2 tide correc3ions here (without adjustment for the ocean loading) have a power of about 6 
cm, so that a substantial correlation between it and the M2 ocean load tide might be expected if the 
Schwiderski M, ocean tide model only has errors of order 1 to 2 an, for example. But how well are the M2 
corrections here correlated with the OLT from Schwiderski's model? 

Before giving this result I should discuss what is meant by the coherence or corrclatroll ofti&functiws. 
In particular 1 have defined the tides in this study from a reference at the beginning of the ERM and not, in 
the standard way, from the h e  when the tidal argument is zero (conventionally stated as the time when the 
moon is at the Greenwich meridian). In the conventional notation (e* schwiderski 1983) the tide is given 
as: 

h =Acos(wl -y)  

where w is the frequency (as seen on the Earth's surface) and y is the phase (with respect to a tidal 
argument wf = 0). But if this same tide is given by Cs harmonics with respect to another reference time r; 

h = Ccoswt'+S&wt' (13) 

where r' = r - ro , which is equivalent in the standard (tide) notation to: 

h =Acos(Wt'-y') (14) 

where A = [C? + ST and y' = fon-'[S/C]. Thus we see that if the tidal argument at the new reference 
time is a = wfo , the conventional phase of the tide y (in terms of C,S) is: 

y = 4 + tan-'[S/q (rs) 

Furthermore, appendix B shows that the coherence or correlation (r) in time between two tides of the same 
frequency but different phases y, and y2 does not depend on their amplitudes but is just: 

= CoS[Y, - YJ (16) 

Another useful concept related to coherence is the compliance or best fit between two such tidal functions 
of amplitudes A,, A, and phases y, and yp (This is also discussed in app. B). In terms of a linear 
accommodation factor (p) expressing the relation of one tide to the other: 

I find that the least squares solution for a constant /3 (over a tide cycle) is: 

In fact, the load tide is indeed nearly a linear elastic response to the generating ocean tide in the deep 
oceans. According to the integrated Green's function approach of Goad (1980), the average coherence is 
nearly 90 percent for the deep ocean areas here. (See fig. 18a.) Using eq. (18) I find the least squares 
compliance factor between the Ocean and load tides to be -0.052 on average for our best 1,652 stations, much 
smaller than the -10 percent recommended by Schwiderski (1980). More important though, I h d  the 
coherence between the actual tide correction for the best 4" solutions and the ocean loading to be much 
poorer but discernible. (See fig. 18b.) Using the Goad (1980) loading effect, the power of the 4" corrections 
is reduced from 5.71 to 5.53 cm, rms, a small but significant adjustment. Now let us examine this ocean load 
adjusted solution in detail. . .  
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THE M, OCEAN TIDE CORRECI'ION FOR 4" BY 4" AREAS 

As previously described, an M, ocean tide correction to the Schwiderski (1983) model has been determined 
from Geosat dflerence altimetry at 1,652 4' by 4" deep ocean grid points to a calibrated accuracy of better 
than 5 cm. Figure 19a shows the power (rms) of these corrections. The power in a Similarly derived 
solution from less than half of this data set averaged into 5" by 5' areas (Wagner 1989b) appears in fig, 
19b. 

The two solutions are consistent overall.. Evidently major corrections to the Schwiderski model are 
necessary in all oceans, particularly in their southernmost portions. Even in the North Atlantic Consistently 
strong corrections are necessary for north of Brazil and in some areas west of Europe. Notice, however, that 
the new solution does eliminate a number of anomalously large corrections reported previously (ia Wagner 
1990) at scattered locations such as near Pakistan in the Arabian Sea, in the Central Pacific near Tahiti, and 
in the Sargasso Sea of the western Atlantic. 
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Figure 18a.-Correlation of full M, ocean tide and its load effect. Tide harmonics (C and S) are derived from 
Schwiderski (1983) ior the 1,652 deep ocean stations with best solutions here (referenced to 8.0 November 1986). The 
ocean load tide was dcrived from the Schwiderski model by an integrated Green's funaion method (Goad 1980). 
Correlation here contains both C (tide) vs. C (load tide), and S (tide) vs. S (load tide). Average correlation coefficient 
for the pair of harmonics at a station is -0.88, the global average (nns): 0.80. Response of the ocean bottom to the 
tidal loading is evidently not perfectly linear. The best Linear accommodation coeficient ( p )  to these data, hawever, is 
-0.052 (response = /3 x load). 
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Figure 18b.Xorrelation of M, tide correction and model ocean load response, showing correlation of C and S 
coefiuents for M, correction tide [to the Schwiderski (1983) model] derived from Geosat overlap differences with the 
Goad (1980) ocean load response. This response was not included in original Geosat tide model. While the 
appearance here is of no correlation, the average correlation is actually 0.16, nns: 0.48. Furthermore, when the ocean 
load response is subtracted from the tide determined from the data, the power of the tide correction is reduced from 
5.71 to 5.53 cm (rms). 

Figures 19a,b also show the locations of the deep sea tide gages used by Schwiderski (1983) to compute 
(arrows) and calibrate (crosses) his own hydrodynamic-empirical solution. The tide gage data at these point 
locations all (are claimed to) agree to within 5 cm of the Schwiderski (1983) model used on the Geosat 
GDRs. It is evident that'most of these gages cannot be used to test the Geosat solution here, but of the 
ones that can, it appears the new 4" by 4" corrections agree with more than twice as many gages as those 
with which they disagree. The earlier solution (Wagner 1990) was less compatible with the gages, using even 
fewer reasonable tests. It should be emphasized that the tide gages give point readings of the tide, but since 
the tide is generally a long wave phenomenon (see below), the point values should be valid over a wide area 
(5' to 103, although perhaps not with 5 cm accuracy. 

We can appreciate the most significant Geosat results if we concentrate only on those corrections which 
are, say, greater than 10 cm and have signal-to-noise ratios better than 21. [Recall the average correction is 
only 5.4 cm while the average noise level is about 3 cm (fig. IS)] Figure 19a depicts these grid points filled 
with asterisks. Note their concentration north of Brazil, which, because the tide is especially energetic in 
Schwiderski (1983) does not cause a particularly major change in that model there. It is still disconcerting 
though to see what we consider to be these most significant corrections seeming to disagree with the tide 
gage data at two locations in the eastern and western Atlantic. These two grid points have a fair, if not the 
best, data representation (fig. 8c) in the current solution. 
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Figure 19a.-Best M, solution power (ocean tide only) from 4' Geosat altimetry. The size of boxes centered on deep ocean stations scales power of determined 
solution. Only solutions m'th calibrated errors less than 5 an (rms) and containing 10 or more passes are shown. Ocean load tide [computed from Schwiderski 
(1983) model] was removed from these data. Maximum power over 1,652station solutions here is 14.59 cm (rms). Also displayed are locations where point ocean 
tide gage data have been found to be compatible to Schwiderski model within 5 cm (crosses). h t i o n  of additional gage data (arrows) is also shown. These gage 
results are reported to be similarly agreeable with the Schwiderski model, but at these locations that model used these data. Comparing the Geosat F e r  solutions 
here with gage locations unused by Schwiderski, I find that of 37 distinct gages (with respect to 4' grid here) only 26 arc directly verifiable by the Gmsat solution. 
Of these, 10 agree and 5 disagree (fall too close to grid points showing greater than 10 cm corrections, rms). Without detailed interpolation of my solution, I cannot 
decide upon compatibility of 11 tide gage locations. 



Figure 19b.-Best M, solution power (ocean tide only) from preliminary 5' Geosat altimetry. This is the solution reported in Wagner (19!JO) from about half of the 
data analyzed here (but here with Ocean load removed). The method of solution from the  differences of overlapped altimetry is othemise the same. Maximum 
correction power (for 5' averages) is 1530 cm. nns. Of 35 distina gage locations (with respect to 5' grid) only 18 are direaly testable by this (sparser) solution. Of 
these, four agree with it, six disagree, and eight cannot be decided without detailed interpolation of gridded solution (compare fa. 1%). 
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Figure 19c.-Comparison of Schwiderski’s model with Geosat solution for M, ocean tide. X-axis coordinates are Geosat 

C and S corrections to the Schwiderski model. Their corresponding calibrated errors are given as y-axis coordinates. 
Lines radiating from zero on x-axis divide the space by signal-to-noise ratio. Thus all points falling outside the lines SR 
= 1 refer to corrections that have significant signal-to-noise ratios (e.&, *1), about half of the 1,652 grid point 
solutions here (all of which have calibrated errors less than 5 an). 

A further breakdown of the signal-to-(calibrated) noise ratio of these best (less than 5 cm error) solutions 
suggests that over half have ratios greater than 1 (fig. 19c), but since the average power is still small (5 to 6 
cm, rms) the overall effect on the Schwiderski model is minor. Still, since virtually every area of the deep 
oceans is covered by these calibrated Geosat solutions it is interesting to compare the complete M, ocean 
tide from Geosat with the original model. Note that since nonlinear effects are not expected to play a 
prominent role in the straightforward metric solutions here (aside from the orbit error distortions, whose 
remedy is discussed at greater length below) the Geosat solution might as well have been made from a zero 
tide model on the GDRs. 

Before comparing [he full Geosat model I computed a covariance function for the correciions and 
compared it to a similar one for the Schwiderski model over the 1,652 best grid points used. The intent was 
to see if the solution possessed the well known long-wavelength (20’ to 30’ correlation length) property of 
tide models that have peak power at low global wave numbers. 

Figure 2Oa shows the short distance covariance function for the M, corrections (before ocean load was 
removed) from the independent 1/4 data sets described above in connection with the calibrations. These are 
consistent and have the long range characteristics expected of a “real” tide correction. Since the most 
serious nontidal signal in the overlap differences arises from orbit error, and this has been removed 
empirically, we do not attribute this “tide-like” power decline to anything but tide. Certainly the cycle power 
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variation with close to 1-year period (fig. sa) strongly suggests a tidal effect although Geosat data should be 
taken for another year to confiim it. 

The covariance function (in fig. ma) is computed as a sum of the covarhces for the separate harmonic 
components of the tide among the set of 1,652 station solutions. The tide has both time and space variation 
( d i k e  a stationary function on a sphere) but, as shown in appendix B, if I define the spatial wvariance for it 
to be its time average (of averages with respect to the usual fmed distances) then the conventional spatial 
covariance is obtained by merely averaging the sum of the products of similar harmonic components over all 
equally spaced data. 

By taking the covariance of separate cosine and sine components of my solution, I found (fig. ab) a 
significant difference between them, the sine components yielding a smaller covariance function (and smaller 
correlation length). Figure u)c shows the full function for the complete solution (1,895 stations) and it also 
displays (at a lower level) behavior typical of functions (like the tide) that are long-wavelength dominated. 

In this regard, I also computed the covariance function for the Schwiderski (1983) model evaluated at the 
same grid points (with sample density shown in fig. ad ) .  Figure 2Oe shows the global result with the same 
long wave past the initial correlation length (of about 25'). Note the rather large fluctuations at both ends 
of these global covariance functions are undoubtedly due to the sparse sampling for these distances which 
were computed for multiples of only 1' while the grid spacing here is 4' (equiangular). Thus lags of less 
than 4' are represented poorly, arising only from the converging grid points at high latitudes. 
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Figure U)a.-Covanance function for M, correction solutions: C vs. C plus S vs. S combined. These are the covariance 
functions for the four independent 114 subset M, solutions from 4' averaged Geosat altimetIy (overlapped 
differences). Triangles give the function for subset C, (using 1,184 stations) octagons for subset C, (using 1.245 
stations), triangles for subset D, (1,105 stations), and boxes for subset D, (1,189 stations). Since the data are on a 4' 
gride (equiangular) the covariance for 1" through 3" are poorly sampled (at high latitudes only). Note the correlation . 
length of these solutions is about 30". 
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Once again the similarity in structure of these global functions argues strongly for the tidal origin of my 
solutions. Most persuasive of all to this argument is the fact that the local covariance function for the 
Schwiderski model (fig. u)f) also exhibits a similar separation of cosine and sine functions. My solution has 
evidently made its greatest correction to the Schwiderslti model away from the amphidromic areas where the 
model is most powerful. 

There seem to be two phenomena that contribute to the sepkation of component covariances. Note of 
course that the definition of C and S is arbitrary, depending only on a fixed epoch for the tide. But the 
existence of amphidromes in the deep oceans (with the tide circulating around them) strongly suggests that 
the tide acts resonantly (ii concert over at least basin scales) rather than simply passing Over the oceans 
from east to west in simple response to the equilibrium tide under the moon (e.&, Schwiderski 1980). 
Indeed one of the features of the tide’s response is that at the longest periods its spectrum has more and 
more (relative) power at the lowest wave numbers (Christodoulidis et al. 1985) or equivalently more and 
more correlation at the longest, even global wavelengths. Recall that the Ma power spectrum peaks at wave 
numbers 4 to 5 for example. Thus the separation of cosine and sine power appears to be fundamentally due 
to the global or long wave character of the deep ocean tide and secondarily to the arbitrary definition of the 
tidal phase. (Thus if another reference time had been chosen for the phase an even greater separation might 
have been seen or, more likely, less.) 

To gain insight into the long wavelength correlation of the M2 tide, I compare (fig. 21a) the C and S 
coefficients of the Schwiderski (1983) model evaluated with respect to an epoch at 8.0 November 1986 and 
for the 1,652 4’ grid points of the “best” Geosat solution. The distribution seems to be composed of two 
sections, an extreme and sparse outer part for which a positive C,S correlation exists and a dense inner part 
which is characterized by a significantly wider range of C values than S. Both of these features are strong 
indications that the global M, tide is not random. I can illustrate this noq-randomness in another way which 
also shows how the Geosat M, correction is “aligned” with its parent model. 
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Figure U)b.-Covariance function for M, solutions for full 4’ data set: C vs. C, S vs. S, and combined. These functions 
are detcnnined from the 1.652 solutions with calibrated errors less than 5 cm, nns. Boxes give the covariance for C vs. 
C, triangles give thc covariances for S vs. S. and asierisks give the combined result. The separation of C and S is an 
artifact of the chosen tide epoch. 
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Figure U)f.-Covariance function for Schwiderski 1983 M, tide: C vs. C, S vs. S, and combined. Samples are taken Over 
1,652 stations of the best M, corrections from Geosat altimetry. Boxes give covariances for C vs. C, triangles for S VA 

S, and asterisks for the full tide. Power (at zero separation) corresponds to variances of 24’ an’. Note same 
separation of C and S functions as seen for corrections (fig. ulb). The anomalously low value at a separation of 1’ is 
due to poor sampling. (See fig. Ne.) 

Figure 21b shows the global power of the harmonic coefficients of these solutions under phase rotations. If 
the tide had no long-range correlation the global power would be the same for both C and S with any phase 
definition. The interesting aspect of fig. 21b is that the M, correction tends to cohere (in phase as well as 
amplitude) with the original model. This aspect of the solution is what I would have expected for corrections 
to a fundamentally valid (long-range) tide model. A direct comparison of the full correction power to the 
original Schwiderski power for the “best” solutions also shows this tendency, that the largest corrections 
occur where the original model is most powerful. (See fig. 21c.) 

Note also in passing that the M, ocean tide correction computed here acts to increase the power of the 
Schwiderski (1983) model by. about 5% (deep ocean average). Since I expect my corrections to be 
underestimated from a loss of some power to the (uncoupled) orbit solution, this increase may in fact be 
larger and is certainly a significant finding. 

Now 1 want to examine the global properties of the new Geosat M, ocean tide compared to the 
Schwiderski (1983) model. For this purpose I show only what is known as the co-range of the tide (its full 
excursion, twice the amplitude) since this parameter brings out the locations of the amphidromes (node 
points of zero tide) as well. I will show that in spite of the undeniably long-range nature of my tide 
correction (a realistic feature), there is still a good deal of short range jitter in it, which arises from the 
significant errors still remaining in the solution. In viewing these comparisons remember that the maximum 
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calibrated error in the Geosat computed errors for the range should be 10 cm (twice the coefficient error 
maxima). 
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Figure Zla.-Correlation of Schwiderski (1983) M, tide model: C vs. S. The epoch for the tide harmonics is the start of 
the Geosat ERM (8.0 Nov. 1986). The correlation has two dominant aspects. More powerful tides (away from the 
amphidromes) are generally positively correlated among these phases (defined by the ERM epoch). Tides of generally 
low amplitude are significantly stronger in their C components (also with B slight positive correlation with respea to S). 
Both of these aspects are attributed to the long-range nature and coherence ofathe tides in the deep oceans. 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
M2 Phase  shift from ERM Epoch (of 8.0 Nov. 1986): Degrees 

Figure 21 b.-M, ocean harmonics: Schwiderski (1983) and Geosat corrections. Upper a w e s  give change of global power 
for cosine term of Schwiderski model (solid) and the sine term (dash) when tide epoch is changed through half an M, 
cycle (6+ hours). Bottom cuwes give similar power changes for Geosat M, corrections. Note how the two sets of 
curves change in synchronism Over these M, phase changes. The C corrections are strongest where the C term is 
strongest and similarly for the S term and its corrections. This in-phase behavior implies thereis little overall change in 
the tidal phase from the Schwiderski to the Geosat model. 
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Figure 2lc.-Power correlation: change in power vs. Schwiderski power. Data are for 1,652 correction solutions 
whose calibrated errors are less than 5 cm (rms). Average power change in the new solution is 0.18 em. The 
Schwiderski model power for these stations is 23.98 cm, nns. The new solution power is 23.63 cm, nns. Note 
slight negative correlation of these data overall, the greater the original tide power the greater the tendency 
for the solution to reduce that power. 

CO-RANGE OF M, OCEAN TIDE IN THE WORLD'S OCEANS 

Figures 22a-c show the co-range for the Schwiderski (1983) model compared to the preliminary 5" by 5" 
Geosat solution (Wagner 1990) and the current 4" by 4" refrnement for the Indian Ocean. The most 
significant changes to the Schwiderski model appears to be the more powerful high in the middle of this 
ocean and the elimination of the (weak) amphidrome ixi its southwest sector. Note in fig. 22b the central 
Indian Ocean high has increased in power, but the low tide regions remain roughly where they were in the 
Schwiderski model. Note also the significant jitter of the corrected solution which appears to be compatible 
with its calibrated errors (maximum: 10 cm). It is interesting that this jitter exists even though the 
corrections themselves have a long-range correlation. (See figs. U)b,c.) Evidently on the shortest scales 
(less than 1r) the Schwiderski model covariance function (not well sampled in fig. 200 is much smoother 
than the correction solution (also not well sampled as in fig. 20b for the 4' data set). This jitter will only be 
reduced when more overlaps are analyzed. 

No significant features distinguish the Schwiderski and Wagner models in the South Pacific (figs. 23a-c), 
keeping in mind the Geosat solution is entirely empirical and as such suffers from evident observation jitter. 

Figures 24 a-c compare the solutions for the South Atlantic. Aside from an overall decrease in power, 
there appears to be no significant change in the overall features of the Schwiderski model. The major 
change from Schwiderski is the reduction in range power over this zone, from 76.7 cm (rms) to 72.7 cm 
(rms). There is also a hint of a second articulated high tide zone off Africa just south of the equator 
compared to Schwiderski. Again, in figs. 25a-c the Schwiderski (1983) model remains essentially unchanged 
in the Geosat solution for the North Atlantic except for an overall reduction in power. Finally, I reach the 
same conclusions in viewing figs. 26a-c for the North Pacific except that here a small overall increase in 
power is evident. 
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DISCUSSION 

From many comparisons and extensive analysis, the current Geosat deep ocean M, solution appears to be a 
generally satisfactory correction to hydrodynamical-empirical models based on theory and scattered boundary 
tide gage data. Since the corrections to these non-altimetric models are so small however (averaging abu t  
20 percent) with the great majority of them less than 10 an (rms correction) the problem of verification 
bccomcs acute. Simulation has shown that a major contriiution to error in the current Geosat solution 
probably arises from the absorption of tidal signal in the (uncoupled) orbit error correction to the Merence 
data prior to the tide solution. This aliasing is an artifact of the long-range nature of the global tide and is 
not inherent in any given point tide variation determined (as here) empirically. Thus the 124206-hour tide 
period at any ocean point is quite distinct from the 1.67 hour orbit period which carries the prinapal orbit 
corrdon effect. 

. 

Unfortunately the proper coupling of the many piecewise orbit corrections for the windows of the ERM 
examined here would have resulted in a burdensome fairly full matrix reduction which, for the purposes of 
demonstrating the power of the method, I felt was not worth the programming effort at this stage of the 
analysis. In particular, I have demonstrated through extensive calibration that the solutions are sufficiently 
accurate to convey a wealth of important new information. Future solutions will undoubtedly need the 
proper (simultaneous) elimination of orbit effects because, as figs. 5qd show, these errors of the solution are 
distortions of global scale. 

Another important technical improvement in the method that promises significant benefits in both reducing 
the bias in the solution and increasing its signal-to- noise ratio is the inclusion of reference pass bias 
parameters at each station. Without these the data errors are inherently correlated and, on the average, 42 
greater than they should be with these parameters. 

A third important improvement to the solution should be a further densification so at least the full aliased 
M, tide period of 317 days will be equally represented. The data power-by-cycle analysis (figs. 9a,b) clearly 
shows the need for an M, correction, but its implications should be verified by data in the second year of the 
ERM as well. 

A further needed improvement is the extension of the solution to shallow seas where there are 
acknowledged deficiencies in the theoretical model (Schwiderski 1983). These areas, such as the Patagonian 
shelf suid the Bering Sea, are important not only because the major part of the M, tidal eperBy is thought to 
be dissipated there (slowing the Earth's rotation) but also because these tidal errors have had an adverse 
impact on altimetric determinations of geopotential anomalies in these areas (R. H. Rapp, private 
communication, 1989). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

More than 4,000,000 Geosat altimetric observations of sea height were examined in 1986-87 (mostly) to 
determine significant corrections to the M, ocean tide at 1652 deep ocean 4' by 4' grid points. The 
solution was calibrated by as many as nine independent subset analyses and by comparisons with tide gage 
records. The M, tide at the 1,652 grid points is estimated (thereby) to be accurate to better than 5 an. 

The correction solution has been adjusted for Ocean loading and shows that an earlier theoretical-tide gage 
empirical model is accurate to 5.5 cm (rms global) in the deep oceans. The results show the features of the 
theoretical M, model are essentially unchanged but that its power should be increased by abu t  5 percent 
(deep ocean average). 
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Figure =.-(a) Schwiderski M, tide ranges (in an) in Indian Ocean. Note single high-tide area in the center of the 
ocean and the fm amphidromk (zero) tide zones rimming the ocean. @) Geosatcomaed ranges show preliminary 
solution (in an) [from Wagner (1989)l. Small boxes show grid points where “best” solutions were obtained (with 
caliirated errors less than 5 an, m). Sizes are scaled to the errors (0.05 in. = 10 an in range). (e) Gcosat-awrccted 
ranges for Indian Ocean show 4’ solution in centimeters. This is the result obtained from 1,652 statiohs with best 
determined solutions. Enhancement of the central Indian Ocean high remains. Amphidromie a m  in southwest 
quadrant has disappeared, but otherwise the overall features of the Schwiderski model are unchanged. The range 
power in this ocean has been increased from 713 (mrs) in Schwiderski (1983) to 733 cm. 
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Figure 23.-(a) The Schwiderski (1983) M, ranges in the South Pacilic in centimeters. Note three mphidromic areas off 
Equador, Chile, and near Tahiti with prominent high tides at intermediate locations. (b) Geosat M, ranges in the 
preliminary 5' solution (cm) for the South Pacific. (c) Geosat M, ranges in the current 4' solution (an) for the 
South Pacifiic. Except for the jitter in this wholly measured tide, the features of the Schwiderski model remain 
essentially the same. 
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Figure 24.-(a) The Schwiderski (1983) M, ranges (in an) in the South Atlantic. Note two amphidromic areas, one 
extending far off the coast of Brazil, the other in the southeast corner of this zone. Note also high tide off southwest 
coast of Africa. @) The Geosat MZ'ranges for the South Atlantic in the preliminary S solution (in cm). Data consist 
of the Geosat solution at grid points with box symbols (scaled to the calibrated error: maximum size = 10 an). At 
blank grid points data are from Schwiderski model. Thus the southwest African high is not well sampled by this 
preliminary solution but amphidromic areas are and remain about where they were in the Schwiderski model. (c) The 
Geosat M, ranges in the South Atlantic from current 4' solutioa (irr cm). African high tide is now well sampled 
compared to preliminary solution and agrees well with Schwiderski model. 
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Figure 25.-(a) The Schwiderski (1983) Mz ranges in the North Atlantic (in cm). Prominent features are the two 
amphidromic areas, one east of Newfoundland and thc other at the edge of the Caribbean Sea. @). Geosat M2 ranges 
in North Atlantic from preliminary 5' solution (in cm). Data here are too sparse to test the two prominent 
amphidromes, but there is a hint that !he Caribbean one extends much farther into the Atlantic. (c) Geosat Mz ranges 
in the North Atlantic from current 4' solution (in cm). More GCOS~I data have restored the locality of the Caribbean 
amphidrome and confirnied the northern one as well. Again, the power of the North Atlantic ranges here has 
decreased (from Schwiderski 1983) from 120.7 cm (rms) to 114.8 cm. 
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Figure %.-(a) The Schwiderski (1983) M, ranges in the North Pacific (in an), showing three amphidromic areas in this 
broad ocean zone. One is near the Equator in the east, another between California and Hawaii, and a third extended 
one is northwest of Hawaii. (b) Geosat M, ranges in North PaciTic from preliminaly 5' solution (in an). The overall 
appearance of the fide is close to Schwiderslii's model. In the far southwest comer there is a hint of two separate 
highs not present in the Schwiderski model. (c) Geosat M, ranges in North Pacific from current 4' solution (in an). 
Here the two separated highs in the far southwest corner have disappeared but a third seems to be forming on the far 
western boundary (compared to Schwiderslii's). Otherwise the only significant change Seemsto be that the two antral 
Pacific amphidromk areas have separated further. In the Schwiderski model they almost seem like one extended 
feature. 
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PPENDIX A.-EFFIC IENCY OF HARMONIC SOLUTIO NS FRO M DIRECT 
OR DIFFERENCED DATA 

0 2  = v = 

By efficiency I mean the formal errors of a least squares solution for an harmonic Signal disturbed by 
random (white) noise only. I want to contrast the solution effiaency of dirca and difference sampling with 
two kinds of data: (1) continuous (or ideal), and (2) discrete. For this purpose I will first deal with the ideal 
= for direct data because it establishes a fundamental standard and results easily carry over to the more 
interesting problems. 

N '-1 

9 c c o S M n S i n W r n  

c sin%vth 

(A-3) 
n.1 

N N 

k coS2Wi, 
n.l 

n-1 
c sinwrncoswrn ) 

I n.1 

Let: 

h = Ccoswl+ SshW 

be a tide harmonic signal at a point where w is the frequency. Suppose we could make a large uniform 
sampling N of this tide over its full periodicity. What would be the resulting error in the harmonics C,S 
determined by a least squares fitting of eq. (A-1) to actual data D according to the condition equation: 

D = Ccoswr + S.sinwf + e (A-2) 

The diagonal elements of eq. (A-3) are the variances of C,S and they are evidently 
N N c n.1 sin2wtn ) c n=1 Cos~Wtl, 

Notice we still have a discrete case here for a large set of points N assumed to be reasonably distributed 
but otherwise unspedfied. I now wish to show how this disaete formulation can be made to pass over to the 
ideal continuous case with the help of the fundamental definition of the integral in calculus. 

For example, suppose I have a function F(x), sampled uniformally over a range of x, say every dr; thus at 
f(xo + d r ) , f ( x ,  + 2dr),..f(x,+ N d r ) ,  where N d r  is the fuced sampling interval. Then if I form the sums: 21 
f(xo + n d r )  over the fued interval and take the limit of these as n goes to infinity while at the same time dr 
goes to zero (let the fued interval be 21') I have: 



lime 
"-0, 

But we see immediately that we can put the sums eqs. (A-3) and (A-4) into the form required by q. (A- 
5) by pre- and pt-multiplying these sums by ( I / A x )  = N/u. Thus I have, for example (over the ranp % 
' W t ,  + 0): 

wto+a 
N 
Csinkt,, = (l/Awt)C sin2wtmAwt (N/u)/sin2wtd(wt) 

Ab >1 
W O  

n-0 

Note that N in eq. (A-6) plays the role'of a densifier of the discrete sampling since the integral'itself is a 
constant over the fued interval. Thus there is no limit to the left side of eq. (A-6). As we shall see, the 
implication is that for a super-dense sampling the formal error of an harmonic determination goes to zero. 

Using the familiar orthogonal properties of these periodic functions over u=lrt, I derive for this ideal 
continuous direct sampling of an harmonic function: 

o'C,S = N / 5 N / 2  = 2 /N,  2 / N  
N>>1 (N2/4-0) ' 

Note especially how with a discrete sample size N I get the familiar result for signals only randomly 
disturbed that the harmonic parameter errors (0) are reduced by dV for repeated (uniform) samplings. 

For the simple case above of a uniform large sample, the cosine and sine errors are the same. For more 
complex cases of sampling they may be different. But in any case a single number which better characterizes 
the global error of the harmonic determination (over its range) is the average expected signal error from the 
solution. To finds its value let the harmonics have true error AC, AS. Then the tide error at any t h e  r is 

A T  = A C c o s w t + A S s i n w t  (A-8) 

or the squared error is 

Ah' = AC2aS2Wt + AS'Sin'wt. + ~ A C A S C Q S W ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~  (A-9) 

The expected squared error of the signal is then 

EAh' = O'CcoS'wt + 02Ssb2wt + 2 0 C S ~ ~ ~ w t s i n w t  (A-10) 

where the covariant quantities on the right side of (A-10) are given by the appropriate terms in I/ of eq. (A- 
3) since I have assumed that e,, is an unbiased random norm& variate. Equation (A-10) gives the statistical 
expectation of the squared error at a single time. Averaged over all time (or at least over periodic intervals 
of the tide), eq. (A-10) yields the well known result: 

A-2 



< EAh'> = (02C + 02S)/2 (A-11) 

again using the orthogonal properties of the harmonic functions. 

The rms expected error is then: 

a, = { <EIh2>}" = {(&! + 0~!9/2)" = (2JN)" (A-12) 

It should be pointed out that the units of eq. (A-12) are actually in the units of { E  et}w or the root-mean- 
square of the expected noise disturbance of the signal. Taatly I assumed this to be 1.0 in an appropriate 
unit when I introduced the least squares procedure to evaluate the parameter errors. (In effect our 
seemingly unweighted least squares result actually assumed a weight of 1.0 to "dimensioned" noise so that 
the variance-covariance matrix Y in eq. (A-3) actually has the dimenSions of the square of the dimensions of 
4 

Finally, disregarding the dV densifying factor we may say the characteristic error of ideally sampled direct 
harmonic data is merely R. How does this ideal direct result compare with (1) an ideal case where 
sampling of the harmonic function is taken by differences with respect to a base time uniformly (and dense) 
and, (2) at only discrete times? The latter case is what 1 am really after, to gain insight into the sampling 
requirements for effective solutions from differenced altimetry. But in this regard it is also interesting to 
formulate the case where (3) direct data are sampled at (a limited number of) discrete times. 

This last case cannot only be compared to the ideal (continuous) direct sampling but also the a d  case of 
(limited) discrete difference sampling which, because of its complexity 1 will only carry through for a 
"simplest" example. 

For these discrete cases we shall assume only two observations, the minimum necessary for a complete 
harmonic solution. As above, I first work out the theoretical efficiency of the solution, but here over all pairs 
of observation times (with respect to the fundamental period of the harmonic). The mors for this case are 
given from eq. (A-4) as: 

{ sin*wf, + Sin2wf') ,{ cos'wf, + cos'wl,} 

{ (cos' Wf, + cos' WfJ (sin'wf, + SiU'wrJ - (coswr, sinwr, + coswrz~wrJ}  
0'C.S = 

(A-13) 

Note from eq. (A-13) that the only requirement for frnite errors is that the observations be either at distinct 
times (as we might easily guess) or not 180" apart. Computing the rms expected tide error (over a full 
period) from eq. (A-11) I have: 

0 ,  = I [S in (Wf ,  - WfJ1-1 I (A-14) 

Note the minimum of eq. (A-14) occurs when wf,-wf, = nX90 degrees (n, odd) at which point uA = 1. 
Thus for pair sampling over wide ranges, namely when 45" e I wt,-wl, I e 135" and 225" c I wrrwr, I 
c 315". which amounts to half of all possible time pairs, the characteristic error of this simplest discrete 
sampling is actually smaller than that for the ideal continuous case 4. Rather unexpectedly, this result is 
repeated for harmonic determination from difference data, namely that a large number of discrete 
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determinations are actually superior (in terms of characteristic error) to the ideal continuous case of 
uniformly distriiuted and dense differenced observations (as well as to direct continuous observatbs). 

I also found important distinctions between direct and difference determinations. The most important 
distinction concerned the Werenced cases with respect to a f d  base observation, where the individual 
parameter errors can depend strongly on the the choice of the base observation with respect to the origin of 
the tide. Let us now repeat these ideal (continuous) and simplest d k e k  cases for diffexenced data to 6nd 
whether or under what circumstances the difference solution is more powerful than the direct. 

Figure A-1 shows the tidal signal for differenced data with respect to a reference time at wl, The 
difference signal itself is given as: 

i h  C[COSW - cosWJ + S[~hwt  - ShWJ (A-15) 

The elements of the variance-covariance matrix of a least squares solution for C and S from such a (unit 
randomly perturbed) data signal sampled at M,, w+.(and differenced with the signal at wt0) is: 

(A-16) 

Figure A-1.-Tidal signal with respect to arbitrary reference and sampled times. The harmonic aoefiiaents of the dgnal 
(Ca refer to another arbitrary zero time. The frequency of the signal is w. 
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where 

B, 0 Sb'wf,, - 2SinW0SinWn + sb2W0 (A-19) 

Analogous to the transformation of these finite sums to definite integrals (for dense uniform sampling, the 
ideal case), using eq. (Ad) I have these results: 

cos2 Wf,, - ( N / 2 x )  J co52 wl d(M) = N / 2  (A-zo) 

k cos wt,,, k sinwt,,, k coswt,, sinwt,, - 0 (A-24) 

so that: 

Note that in contrast with the case for direct determination, the errors of the individual parameters with 
Werences depend strongly on the choice of reference time. As seen in figure A-l, if w0 is zero the base 
observation (i used directly) would measure the fuIl C value. So it might be expected that differences with 
respect to this base time would yield the most powerful C determination, as q. (A-25) indeed shows. A 
surprise however was the result that even in the ideal case (here) with difference data, there is an inherent 
correlation between the parameter errors that does not occur with direct data. For example, the correlation 
coefficient of the parameter errors from eq. (A-25) is 

(A-26) 
-2 coSWOSinwtO - - -sin2wt0 

c o r a e , s  = 
{(1+2cos2wtJ (1+2Sin2~to)}H (3 + sin22wtJH 

which reaches as much as f !4 when wto = 45", l35", 225" and 315". Thus even with ideal data, 
differencing generally yields a solution with correlated errors. 
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But the characteristic error of the differenced solution seen has the desired property of behg independent 
of the reference time. From eqs. (A-25) and (A-11) the range averaged tidal error is 

a, = {(1/3N)(l + 2cos2wt0 + 1 + 2sin%tJ}H = [4/3NjH (A-n) 

0 2  I (2/N) 

Disregarding the density factor N, the characteristic error is (4/3)‘, which is about 25 percent d e r  than 
that for ideal direct data (4). 

I 2 2 cos Wf0 2sinWf0 
~ S W f o  1+2cos~wo 2cosw0sinw0 
2 sinwto 2 coswt#inwto 1 + 2sin2wt0 

An objection which might be made to this favorable result is that since the referenced heights in it are not 
mor-free the characteristic (and other) errors assoCiated with the solutions as computed here should bc 
scaled accordingly. Without further consideration, in fact one might be justiiied in scaling the differenced 
errors by 4 since the referenced heights presumably have errors of the same unit normal characteristic as 
the following heights. But the differenced data errors even if they arise from random Unit variates are also 
correlated if they use (as I have assumed in these examples) the reference height repeatedly. The corrtlated 
structure of the source error matrix means we must employ a full weight matrix to get the proper least 
squares solution and to evaluate the error-covariance of that solution with repeated differend data. The 
conclusion will be greater harmonic errors than with error-free reference Wits, but less error than simply 
assigning an uncorrelated value of t4 to all the height differences. 

Rather than working through the correct error variances with a correlated weight matrix, I solved an , 

auxiliary problem which is much easier to implement in practice, is entirely equivalent to it, and promises to 
yield significantly improved results in future altimetric solutions from differenced data. To introduce this 
auxiliary problem I merely note that the observation equation corresponding to the resolution of the 
differenced signal in eq. (A-15) is 

6h = C{cos wf - cos wto} + S{sin wf - sin wtJ + e, - eo (A-28) 

where e, is the error in the signal at the following time t and e, is the error in the signal at the reference 
time. But for the set of all following height pairs the reference error e, is the same. Therefore, rather than 
accept a least squares solution with a cumbersome fully correlated weight matrix (even in this ideal 
theoretical case) I can convert the problem to a diagonal case by introducing e, as an aruriliary constant 
parameter to be resolved from the full data set along with the tidal harmonics. This device has profound 
implications to the solution from actual data: It is a comment on the “datum” problem with differencing. 
But here I only want to show exactly how much it rightfully degrades the thearetical result we found for 
differencing with continuous data. Suprisiigly, I also find it alters the conclusion that with differencing (ideal 
data) there is a fundamental correlation between the harmonic errors of the solution. Repeating the 
calculation of the variance-covariance matrix of the new system of equations with an added constant and now 
a diagonal (unit) weight matrix, eq. (A-16) as augmented with a solution for e, becomes 

3 -2coswt0 -2sinwt, I -2sinwto 0 2 O I  
=(l/N) 2coSWf0 2 (A-29) . 
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Fkst notice with the augmented (constant) solution there is now no wrrelation between C, and S errors and 
furthermore no dependence for these errors on the reference time in this wntinuous data case. Furthermare 
the averaged tidal error is now: 

0 ,  = {(1/2)(02C + 0 2 S ) ) H  = (2/N)H . (A-W 

The characteristic error is the same as in the case with ideal direct data! 

What is the result in the simplest (two observation) case for discrete W e r e n d  data? Again I w e d  to 
fiud similar gains in efficiency both with and without consideration of the correlation of the data errors, with 
M e r e n d  data compared to the direct data discrete case [eq. (A-l4)]. With only two points, however, it iS 
obviously impossible to derive a unique auxiliary solution for the added constant error of the reference 
height. 

What is the correlated error matrix with differenced data? Suppose I had a large set of S i t  pairs h,, 
forming differences dh, = h, - h, Assuming that the errors in these heights are unit normal random 
variables I have for actual errors Ah,, Aho, Adh,: 

A b h ,  A h ,  - A h o  . (A-31) 

Taking the square of both sides of eq. (A-31) and then the wrpectation of the result (with the normality 
assumptions) I have 

E [ A b h , ) 2  = o’hh, = 02h, + o’h, = 2 . (A-32) 

But the expectation of all cross terms Ah, Ah,,, is not zero (as with direct data) but 

E [ A 8 h , A 8 h m ]  E [ A h , A h ,  - Ah,(Ah, + Ah,,,) + Ah:] . (A-33) 

The expectations of all terms on the right side of eq. (A-33) are zero except for the last which b 1. Thus, 
with discrete differenced data, even if 1 assume (which is also problematical) that the individual height errors 
at a station are random normal (or at least random from the same probability distribution with zero mean), I 
must use the following correlated error matrix (scaled to unit variance for a single height): 

Since the inverse of this matrix is the required weight matrix in a proper weighted least squares procedure 
we can see the convenience of using the auxiliary problem for a t h e  series with more than a few differences 
related to the same reference height. There are still disadvantages in using the auxiliary problem, however, if 
there are not sufficient passes in each distinct time series (related to the same reference height) to separate 
this “throwaway” base error from the tidal parameters of interest. But this is a question for future 
investigation. Here for the two-point determination of two tidal harmonics it is obvious I must use the 
correlated weight matrix approach which, as the inverse of eq. (A-34), is (for the two- point problem): 

Treating the 2-point discrete case in these two ways, with and without the correlated weight matrix, yields the 
following formulas for the characteristic errors: 
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a,(uncor.) = (2-[cos(wr2-wrJ + cos(wrl - w ~ J ] ) ~ / D  

a, (con.) = (3 - [ cos(wr2 - wr,) + cos(wr, - wrJ + ws(wr2 - w ~ J ] } ~  /D 

where: 

It. should be noted that the uncorrelated version of this error is what we actually calculated for our solution 
prior to its error calibration. The solution itself was also computed with an uncorrelated error matrix which 
undoubtedly introduced a bias in it that (to the extent the bias differed among the arc-dependent time series 
applicable at each station) I compensated for by the calibration factor. Here, of course, with a two-point 
determination the solution is unique but the estimated errors for the parameters may be optimistic (as in the 
continuous case) if the correlated weight matrix is not used. 
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Fig. A-2.-Average harmonic error in minimum difference sample: an 
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Figure A-2 shows the evaluation of eq. (A-36) in the uncorrelated case (assuming perfect reference 
heights). Recalling that in the discrete case the characteristic error was never less than 1, we see there are 
broad regions where the tide is sampled over large phase differences, in which the characteristic error of the 
difference solution is sipXcantly less than 1 (minimum = 0.68). In contrast to the continuous case 
evaluated by the auxiliary (constant) solution however, the characteristic error for the correlated solution is 
sometimes better and sometimes worse than the uncorrelated solution. Its minimum is actually somewhat 
smaller, 0.62. The existence of siagularities makes a global average of these error functions dillkult to 
compute, but apparently the effect of the strong correlated constraint in a minimum data solutim such as 
this, more than compensates for the degradation arising from the use of & as the (&tic) mor variances 
with the correlated weight matrix. With large discrete data sets however, the constraint will be lcss effective 
and the uncorrelated solution errors should appear more and more optimistic. 
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PENDIXB. -- COHERE NCEANDCOMP LIANCE OFTIDE m R S  

Coherence 

The global tide, as distinct from other global fundions such as the geopotential, varies in time as well as 
space (e.& on a surface). Thus if we wish to know the autocovariance function for a single tide (as the 
simplest way to gain knowledge of its space structure) or the wvariance between two such tide solutions (to 
gage their relatedness) we must resolve the time as well as the space components of variation. 

Extending the concept of covariance as an average of products, I will define the oovarianec of two 
functions x,(sp,t) and x2(sp,t), where sp refers to space parameters and I to time, as 

CO"X,X, = < u,(sp,t)x,(~p,r)>,>, , 03-11 

meaning I first resolve the covariance of the quantities at a point over time and then h d  the average of this 
time averaged product over the space coordinates to get the global wvariance. Sice the averaging operator 
is linear it should not matter in which order I take this double averaging. In fact, then may be more than 
one space coordinate to consider and I am at liberty to take the averages for these in any order I wish 
according to my convenience. With respect to a well behaved tidal harmonic it is clearly convenient to take 
the time average first. 

Consider two such tide harmonics (with unspecified but temporarily f d  space parameters): 

X, = C,Coswr + S,sinwt 

x2 = c2coswt + s2sinwr 

What is the time averaged product and correlation between these two tides? Whether I aasider the time 
to be taken over multiple periods ( 7 - 2 4 w )  or over a time T'much longer than T, 1 have 

and 

03-41 

The correlation coefficient or coherence between the two tides can be expressed even more simply by 
referring to their phase representations: 
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Writing the coherence I in eq. (B-4) in terms of the ratios of S to C components and Using the 
identification of gamma in terms of these ratios: 

(Y, ,YJ = ~ - y ( S I m  / < c , q  

I have 

@-7) 

where 8 y  is the phase difference between the two tides: [y,-y2]. 

To summarize, the covariance function for tide harmonics is merely the space average of the product of 
both their corresponding harmonic components. The coherence is the space average of the d e  of their 
phase differences. 

Some authors refer to the coherence as the square of the correlation (e.&, Ray and Sanchez 1989). The 
coherence in this deftnition conveys less information than the correlation, wiping out the distinction between 
positive and negative correlation (where the tides may be out of phase). Also, the coherence in this 
deftnition will be deceptively small in well correlated cases (since the square of a small fraction is always a 
significantly smaller fraction). With experimental data or functions derived from such data it seems wisest 
to report the coherence as a correlation coeffuent, which I do in the body of this report. 

Compliance 

If two functions (or data) are found to be correlated, it is often useful to express the correlation by a 
linear regression of one function against the other. This is especially appropriate for the relation between 
the ocean tide and its load-tide response, which is in large part a simple elastic one. I will call the coefficient 
expressing this linear relation the compliance coefficient (B). More specifically, I seek a least squares 
solution to the following relation between two compliant tides: 

xI = px, + e 03-91 
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where the (same period) tides are given by the harmonics C,S (eq. B-2) and e is the k e p a n y  in the 
regression at a given time. Taking the average squared discrepancy Over the tide period (7) I find this to be 

E - (1/npdl = (1/2){[C, - 8CJ2 + IS, - 8S,l2I . (B-10) 

M i n i m b g E  with respect to results in its least squares value of 

CICZ + S A  
c; + s; B =  

Recalling the amplitude-phase definition of the tide (eq. B-5) and the interpretation of any harmonic 
function as a rotating vector of length A and initial (time zero) phase y, we see that /3 in q. (B-11) 
represents the ratio of the projection of the vector x, (at any time) against x, , to the lcagth of vcd~rx, In 
amplitude-phase notation, 

That is, the compliance coefficient is the correlation coefiaent scaled by the ratio of the tide amplitudes. 

The second useful piece of information from a compliance computation is the mor made by assuming 
perfect compliance (dy = 0). Using the amplitude-phase representation, this mor (€) is easily seen as the 
out-of-phase component of the projection of x, onto x,: 

b = A , ~ b 8 y  . (B-w 

A single number representing the utility of the linear representation of a compliant tide with res* to its 
source is this error relative to the compliant component of the tide: 

q (relative error) = b / ( ~ ,  8) 
= tan8y , 

which is close to (I - r z  )" for coherent vectors.' 

I have used all these measures of correlation in discussing the M, tide solutions in the body of this report. 
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